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ILWU Sues
Pegler and
Hearst Rags
SAN FRANCISCO—An °inn'.
bus libel suit against Westbrook
Pegler, King Features, Hearst
Publications and other corporations and individuals yet to be
named was filed December 9 by
ILWU President Harry Bridges,
the ILWU, Local 34 of the ILWU
and the Harry Bridges Victory
Committee in superior court here.
Each of the plaintiffs asks
$150,000, a total of $600,000, in
damages for libelous statements
made by Pegler in his syndicated column on September 26
and 27, 1944.
The articles cited in the suit
appeared in the San Francisco
Call-Bulletin and the Oakland
Post Enquirer. The suit was filed
by Gladstein, Grossman, Sawyer
and Edises, the ILWU attorneys.
LIBEL CITED
Pegler's articles, it is charged,
contained the libelous implications that money collected for the
defense of Harry Bridges in the
deportation proceedings against
him was turned over to the Communist Party, and that L. K.
Hyde, a probationary ship clerk
of Local 34, was ousted from the
union because of the declaration
that he was going to vote for
Torn Dewey for President.
Plaintiff in the suit on behalf
of the ILWU is Louis Goldblatt,
International secretary-treasurer.
The complaint says:
"Plaintiff International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's
Union is a labor organization consisting of approximately 90 local
unions located in various parts of
the United States, comprising a
membership of approximately 50,000 working men and women."
It then explains that while all locals and members are equally
damaged, Goldblatt is acting in
order to avoid a multiplicity of
suits.
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lb THE MEMBERS of the 1LWU and

tho many friends of the 1.1_,WLI, the officers, staff and editors of The Dispatcher
extend the season's greetings.
HARRY BRIDGES, president
J. R. ROBERTSON, vice president
ROSCO CRAYCRAFT, vice president
LOUIS GOLDBLATT, secretary-treasurer
THE EDITORS
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Master Pact
For Local 6
Is Signed
SAN FRANCISCO—Signing of a three-year contract
embodying a no-strike and
no -10ckout agreement was
announced jointly December
4 by Dwight C. Steele, executive vice-president of the Association of San Francisco Distributors, and Richard Lynden,
president of Local 6 of the 11.Wri.
The contract covers 4,500 warehouse workers in San Francisco
and Oakland.
Economic gains in the contract
are retroactive to June 1, 1944,
the date upon which a prior threeyear contract expired.
Steele and Lynden said a statement of principles for war and
postwar cooperation free of industrial strife, along the lines of
what was first proposed by the
union as a contract preamble, is
atilt under discussion.
ASSURES PEACE
Meanwhile, assurance of Industrial peace and reliance upon governmental and other machinery
for settlement of disputes for the
life of the contract is contained
in the contract itself.
Approximately 200 employers,
(Continued on Page 11.)

ILWU Takes Longshore Case to War Labor Board;
Argues Wages, Vacations, Penalties and Sick Leave

tor Lloyd H. Fisher questioning
the witnesses and delivering the
principal arguments. He was assisted by Elinor Kahn. The Coast
Negotiating Committee, which
acted as the policy committee for
the union's case, gave most of the
testimony on the union side. It
consists of President Harr y
Bridges, Vice-Presidents J. R.
Robertson and Rosco Craycraft,
Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt, Coast Labor Relations ComFALSE IMPRESSIONS
ing the case was the ILWU's own mitteemen Henry Schmidt and
"Plaintiff Harry Bridges," says research department with Direc- Cole Jackinan, and International
the complaint, "is president of
the International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union,
and is also California director of
LOUIS GOLDBLArr, ILWU rate is pai for handling alfalfa
the Congress of Industrial Organi• zations. Harry Bridges has a repu- Secretary-Treasurer: "Longshore- meal at night than is paid for
tation as a man of honesty and men are no longer the casual, handling explosives?'
*
•
integrity. For many years he has floating labor force of pre-1934
been widely known as a strong days. They are no longer bands
BURT NELSON, International.
proponent of the proposition that that can be bought on the labor Executive Board, Seattle, describthere should be a maximum of market. They have achieved a ing lift jitneys: "The longshoredemocracy, and participation by stature and a dignity of men in men's work on it is a different
the rank and file membership in organized labor and they want thing than just driving and inwith that all the mature features volves considerable skill. There
the government of their unions.
"For many years, also, he has of American industry that have Is no minimum length of time
had the reputation of working un- developed throughout the coun- (for training men before they can
ceasingly in his own union for try."
drive all types of lift jitneys).
* • •
this same proposition. In short,
A man has to be able to pass a
LLOYD FISHER, Research De- test—a union ruling."
the name of Harry Bridges is symbolic of the type of union in partment Director "The purpose
• * *
which democracy prevails and of the six-hour day has nothing
LAWRENCE, Local
WILLIAM
the membership participates fully to do with 'take home.' As our
union views it, it is an effort to 13 President, San Pedro: "A
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)
establish a standard work week winch driver when loading exaround which the industry could plosives has to be damned carebe successfully decasualized—a ful. If he isn't he not only has
INSIDE FEATURES
measurement of that minimum of everybody in the vicinity's life
his hands, he has his own. Most
Bridges
Page 2 employment, which would pro- in
of them think of themselves,
vide a reasonable livelihood."
Robertson
Page 16
thereby protecting the others and
* *
Quin
Page 4
ELINOR KAHN, Research As- being extra careful."
* • ie.
POUR
Page 10 sistant: "Any time it has been diflimit to encourage men to work
COLE J ACK MA N, Pacific
Docks and
The answer is
explosives. .
Terminals........Page 5 obvious, that explosives are has- Coast Maritime Committee: "It
ardous, and regardless of the ac- takes some skill and involves the

SAN FRANCISCO — The
case for wage increases,
penalty cargo adjustments,
vacations and other long
overdue items for the West
Coast longshore industry
went before a special panel
of the National War Labor
Board beginning December
4. The hearings are expected
to last through this week.
Acting for the union in present-

Executive Board Members Frank
M. Andrews, William S. Lawrence, Clyde J. Miller, Burt Nelson, Howard Bodine and Germain Bulcke.
MEYER HEADS PANEL
The WLB panel is headed by
Arthur S. Meyer as chairman. He
is an associate member of the
National War Labor Board and
chairman of the New York State
Board of Mediation. Other members are Lee Paul, a Los Angeles attorney, for industry, and
A. E. Phillips, executive secre-

Highlights of Lon shore WLB Hearings

Warehouse and
Distribution ....Page 1
Local 10
Page 7
Scalers ........_ Page 6
Ship Clerks . Page 6
Local 6 _Pages 12,13•14•15

52

tual physical hazard involved, the
mental strain, the fear, the anxiety that exists in the minds of
men handling explosives cannot
be minimized. . . There exists
in this contract a most incredible
inconsistency in that a higher

use of all the simple carpenter's
tools to be a tommer. You have
to be able to drive a nail straight,

you have to do considerable measuring and you have to figure
pressures and levels frequently in
tomming up a block of cargo."

GERMAIN BULCKE, International Executive Board, San Francisco: "The fact that you were in
a star gang (during shape-up
days) did not give you security
for any reason.... A man could
be discharged, and was discharged and of course no reason
for discharge was ever given. ...
Then of course you proceeded to
go through the entire system all
over again, trying to place yourself somewhere else."
• «
CLYDE MILLER, Local 21
President, Longview, Wash.: "In
the Northwest country we have a
great deal of rain, also snow and
Ice. Du* to that, the conditions
you work under are very adverse. There is no effort made
to protect you whatsoever. I
might say that we have in the
last year advocated some sort of
protection for the men who are
sling-up men or work on the face
of the dock and we have had no
success whatever."
* * •
THOMAS RICHARDSON, Dispatcher, Seattle: "On some occasions they have a dock gang
working from a car to the dock,
and that freight in turn is being
moved from the dock to the ship.
Carmen get $1.10 an hour in connection with the ship work. But
further down on the dock there
(Continued on Page iti.)

tary of the CIO Maritime Committee, for labor.
The case was certified to the
National War Labor Board by the
Secretary of Labor after conciliation had failed to bring agreement between the ILWU and the
Waterfront Employers of the Pacific Coast. Negotiations, which
went on to unsuccessful conciliation, were begun in August following a Coast Longshore Conference held in San Francisco.
SIDES GET EQUAL TIME
Presentation of the union's case
took a total of seventeen and a
quarter hours. It began on the
afternoon of Monday, December
4, and was concluded at the end
of the morning session on Friday,
December 8. It was agreed at The
opening of the hearing that both
parties, the union and the employers, would have equal time.
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)

ILWU Open House..
Set for December 14
SAN FRANCISCO — Doors
of the new International office
will swing wide open Saturday
night, December 16, and all
members of the amru as well
as friends of the union have
been invited to attend the
housewarming at 604 -MontAmery Street from 5 A.m to
p.m.
Housewarming of the new
building takes place less than
two months after the ILWU
moved from 150 Golden Gate
Avenue.
Timing of the party wiU
bring rank-and-file members to
the International headquarters
just as the International Executive Board concludes a twoday quarterly session which
will begin Friday, December
15.
Refreshments and tours of

the 10-room
scheduled.

building

are
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The Slow WLB
•

T

HAT the Greeks are no sissies when it comes to
putting up a scrap for what they believe is their.
right to choose government leaders that are proven
anti-fascists and true representatives of the Greek
people first, is something that Winston Churchill and
the British forces now fighting the Greeks will readily
concede. And fighting the Greeks is just about the
last thing that the British soldier,
who after all is just another guy
like ourselves, wants to do right
now, not because he has any less
courage than the Greeks, but because he must feel in this instance
that he is fighting for a wrong
cause.
It's not hard to understand the
issues in the case of Greece, or
to understand the positions of both
Britain and the Greeks. Britain
is right in wanting to strengthen
her position in the postwar world
as a leading nation, and the Greeks
want to choose their own government and leaders
without outside interference, and they want to do so
now, not when Britain thinks it more convenient. But
Churchill and Britain are haywire, and due for a good
dumping at the hands of the Greek forces before its
all over. They won't get by with trying to build
British postwar influence and power on the bodies
of the Greek people, and under cover of the old blahblab of preventing "Communist" dictatorships.
Britain is desperately aware that her postwar world
trade position looks plenty bad. She is badly weakened,
in terms of money, resources, and shipping, particularly when compared to the United States. She sees
American business making little effort to work things
out in such a way that American industrial might and
resources will not eliminate her in postwar world
trade and markets.
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that policy is being carried all the way down
with the net effect that workers with genuine
grievances and hardships, caught between Little Steel and rising prices, are left to wonder
if some people really want to lick Hitler. The
WLB is ducking the cost of living issue, ducking guaranteed employment, ducking sick leave,
ducking group insurance, ducking dismissal pay
and referring such matters back to the limbo
of disagreement across the bargaining table.
So! Let's go with PAC. It's our war. It's
our Board. If it takes vociferousness or pressure to make it work, we've got it.
Let's give out!

N DEPICTING (above) the National War
4Labor Board as a snail we do not mean to
disparage the War Labor Board as such. We
do mean, though, to point out, shout and make
,known the fact that the majority of the mem'berg of the War Labor Board, particularly the
Industry and public members, are ducking their
!duties and by so doing delaying the war effort.
I
While labor is represented on the War Labor Board, it is nevertheless the fact that
t public
members have lined up with industry
i members to please and appease those antivictory elements which seek to destroy the
Board, and who seek to do so for personal or
other profit.
This appeasement has reached ridiculous
proportions. The Board issues an order. An
,mployer says: "Go to hell!" The Board says:
Pto sorry we bothered'you. Excuse it please."
i
As we have said often before:—That's a
of s. way to run a war,

...poor 111111SINK111]111114141
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E BAY it's a hell of a way to run a war
itlecause on our side, labor's side, we have made
it plain that we'll take any sacrifice necessary
and while that promise might not go for an
extremely selfish, few, it sure goes for the
majority of us. And in our circles the majority
We want to win this war. We want to win
this war and we want to win the peace that
Lfollows. To that end we have applied ourselves
And we have looked at every one of our actions,
resolutions, or what have you from the angle
it help the war effort?" If we found
it didn't we dumped it. If we found it did, we
pursued it.

Deadline for next loom December 23, 1944

THE PROGRAM OF THE ILWU

OW, IT does seem to us that the public
N
members of the National War Labor Board
could do as much. We mean they could view
their actions from the angle of winning the
war instead of from the angle of appeasing
some lame duck isolationist congressmen. If
they haven't got the guts to perform according
to the needs of the war effort, the least they
can do is to resign. In fact, several members
we could name ought to do so forthwith.
It is a fact that the National War Labor
Board.is not keeping pace with the rest of the
War,effort. Jt,Iaattaking, every ,enajori( issue,
before it, putting it off, passing the buck. And
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For a People's Victory and a People's Peace:
Political Action to Carry Out the Decisions of Teheran, Moscow and Cairo
An Overall Production-Fighting Plan
More and Faster Production
No Discrimination Because of Race,
Creed or National Origin
Immediate Freedom for India and All
Subject Peoples
Full Military Alliance with the Soviet
Union and China
Citizenship for Harry Bridges
Organize the Unorganized
Ration All Essential Commodities and
COntrol Pried' • ielA
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HAT Churchill is off the beam when he raises the
Communist issue in connection with Greece, is shown
by the example of Yugoslavia. Tito is a communist.
He heads the armed forces of freed Yugoslavia. He
could have established, had he wanted to, a dictatorship, and also insisted on the disarming of all the people's forces hostile to him. But he didn't. He invited
all groups to join a coalition government and all armed
people to keep their arms, support his government
and fight the Nazis and fascists. And Tito doesn't
seem to be worried about the people still having their
guns when they go to vote as to whether their old
king comes back to rule or not.
Both Churchill and the Greeks need all the help
we can give them right now and in the future, and
we need to give them help in the interest of our future,
but the longer Churchill fools around trying to bolster
with bullets a Greek government that the people don't
want, the more he turns away the help of all that
want to see Britain get a fair shake after the war,
and we do.
We didn't just come through a great election, and
a CIO convention on a program of sixty million jobs,
hoping to grab jobs from British workers, and business from British businessmen through grabbing off
a big part of British postwar trade. We saw and still
see these jobs in terms of more equitable distribution
of U. S. goods here in the USA and in the backward
colonial areas of the world in addition to the war
devastated nations, and to have such goods be both the
product of our labor and the means of better living
standards. And it's a pretty safe bet, that in addition to President Roosevelt, the American people, the
CIO and AF of L. seeing it that way, that both the
Greek and the British people do so too, despite the
bloody warfare now being incited between them.

rri
HERE shouldn't be any question as to where the
ILWU stands as a union on the Greek question. We're
right down the alley with the Greek people who want
to clean all fascists and their pals out of Greece, while
at the same time they want to make sure their postwar government will be of, for, and by the people.
The Greek fighters have been making history for the
last four years and they are still at it, and Britain, with
her entire empire will be able to muster neither the
might or unity of her people necessary to stop the
roll of history in this case.
We hope as a union, along with our government
and all other forward-looking people throughout the
world, to do our share in helping Britain have her
proper place in the peace, without her having to keep
colonial people subjugated, or trying to form new
power blocks of small nations obligated to her. We
fully subscribe to and support the agreements reached
at Moscow, Cairo, and Teheran, and the program of
Dumbarton Oaks, and only through following the formula laid down at those historic meetings can both
Greek independence, and British postwar prosperity be
woni through unity and united warfare against fascism,
and not.disunity; and civil Warfare between the sUnited
P
•
I'{,
•
' Nations. , e
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Readers Digest is Exposed
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Tobin Says Capital,
Labor Can Cooperate

PAC Asks
Recount of
Taft Vote

Major
Well Done! The
has just
finished pinning the Combat Infantryman's Badge on Private
First Class Ray Noble, former
permit member of Local 19, Seattle. Noble made a good showing in action in the North African and Sicilian campaigns. A
veteran of 25 months overseas
service, Noble has earned battle
ribbons from the European-Afrioan-Midde East theaters of war,
the Good Conduct Medal and
the American Defense Medal.
Most recent award was made in
Italy according to this picture
just released by the Mediterranean Allied Air Foraes. Ray Noble is now working with a pipeline construction unit maintaining high octane feeder lines in
Europe. After the war he may
rejoin his father, William Noble,
a longshoreman, on the Seattle
waterfront.

Anti-GI Man
Rolph, Beat
By GI Vote
SAN FRANCISCO — The soldiers whom isolationist Congressman Thomas Rolph tried to keep
away from the polls by voting
against the GI federal ballot went
to the polls and elected his rival,
labor-backed Franck R. Havenner, as Representative of .,iSan
Francisco's Fourth District.
Havenner's margin of victory
• stood at 215 votes when the final
. tally in the closely contested race
was computed, last week.
- Proof of the importance of the
people's Get - out - the - vote campaign was seen in the Election
Day returns which gave Havenner
a lead of 55 ballots before the
15,000 absentees' were counted.
Trade unionists and FDR supporters agreed that if a single
Havenner precinct had gone uncovered by political action workers the decisive GI vote could not
have signed victory to the campaign.
. Unofficial figures gave Havenner a total of 73,567 to Rolph's
73,359 votes. A comparison of
• these results with the 1940 figures
(when candidate Rolph unseated
Congressman Havenner) shows
• that Havenner drew out 11,000
more votes this time than he
gained four years ago. Rolph
however attracted the same following.
In 1940, Rolph was elected wit It
75,369 votes, 2,000 more than he
won this year and Havenner lost
with 61,341. Big Increase in voting this year seemed to have gone
entirely to 'Tavenner.
- In.Havenner's election Chair- man Richard Lynden and Secre• tary David Hedley of the CIO
Political Action Committee found
"a true example of a people's
victory" brought about by a coalition in which Democrats, independent RepubliCans, the Negro
and Chinese people, business and
professional and middle class people joined in a common cause."

CLEVELAND (FP)—Tory Republican Robert A. Taft's seat in
the senate was under direct fire
from Ohio Democrats and the
CIO Political Action Committee
as both groups voted to finance
a recount of ballots cast in Cuyahoga county in the Taft-William
G. Pickrel senate race.
Taft won re-election over Pickrel by a narrow margin of 14,000
votes, a fraction of 1 per cent of
the total vote cast. The Democrats
also took steps for recounts in
other parts of Ohio, although Secretary of State Edward J. Hummel (R.) has ruled that the deadline for seeking recounts has
passed except in Cuyahoga
county.

NEW ORLEANS (FP)—
America's staggering war record on the homefront has
proved to all that "labor and
management can work together for the prosperity of
both," President Daniel J.
Tobin of International Brotherhood of Telinsters (AFL)
said at a southern teamsters'
conference here.
Speaking at a banquet at the
Roosevelt Hotel in conjunction
with the 64th AFL convention,
Tobin said: "The old bigotry
and hatred between labor and
capital appears to have been
eliminated."
President Andrew J. Higgins, Sr., of Higgins Industries,
makers of the famous landing
craft, declared: "There is no
controversy between labor and
industry and the sooner that
is realized, the better it will be
for all mankind,"

Probe Asked of Dies'
Labor Spy Agency
NEW YORK (FP)—The Workers Defense League asked Attorney General Francis Biddle to
investigate reports that lameduck Representative Martin Dies
(D., Tex.) is copying the files
of his eommittee to use in a labor
spy agency he plans to set up
when he leaves Congress.
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (FP)—Attempts to suppress a report questioning use of the Readers Digest
in the classroom broke up the
opening session of the National
Council of Teachers of English
here in November.
The report aired charges that
the Digest is "anti-Semitic, antiNegro, anti-labor and anti-Roosevelt" and„asked teachers to study
these charges before recommending the magazine to their pupils.
Members of the newspaper and
magazine committee appointed to
investigate the Digest were distributing copies of the report
among the delegates when President Angela M. Broening, Baltimore high school teacher, ordered
the distribution stopped and
asked that all copies be returned.
Later the committee managed
to get the report circulated
among the teachers along with
documents which indicated that
pressure had been brought by
editors of the Digest to suppress
the report. Dr. Broening disregarded violent protest from the
floor and closed the meeting
without permitting a vote on the
Digest condemnation. In answer
to accusations that she was
"pigeon-holing the report," she
said she "didn't want it to be
published the way it was written," that it was all a Communist
plot and that it was a "damnable

lie" that she or anyone else was
yielding to the pressure of "a
great commercial interest."
The controversial report presented statistics showing that the
Digest is not a "digest" but a
selection of articles planted by
the editors.

Seafarers' Plan
Backed in London
LONDON (ALN)—Charles Jarman, acting general secretary of
the National Union of Seamen, is
seeking an early meeting of the
Joint Maritime Commission to
consider adoption of an international seafarers' charter, it was
learned last week.
Assuming that the cost of living does not rise in Britain above
the January, 1944, level, the charter demands a minimum wage for
able seamen of 18 pounds per
month ($72), for officers, 22
pounds 10 shillings per month
($90).
The charter also calls for continuance •of wartime manpower
pools; a 40-hour week while in
ports; all seafarers to get a minimum of three days' port leave, in
addition to annual vacations; all
crew members to receive the same
food; all ships to be provided with
modern stoves and refrigerators;
no boys under 16 to be employed
at sea.

Longshoreman By Day, Shipbuilder By Night,
Wulffschmidt Gains Fame For Ship Models'
SAN FRANCISCO—Longshoreman Knut Wulffschmidt is somewhat like the sailor who spends
his vacation rowing in Golden
Gate Park. After 10 or 12 hours
a day working on Pier 26, shoring up, Wulffschmidt goes home
to carpenter precise ship models.
Last week one of Wulffschmidt's Midget models, the
S.S. Gripsholm, came in handy.
Under the arm of the longshoreman, the Swedish liner sailed
Into the Mills Tower for exhibition of its longshore gear to
members of the the War Labor
Board panel currently hearing
disputes over the coastwise longshoremen's contract.
So detailed was the replica
that panel members were able
to distinguish the winches, the
falls, the preventer, cargo hook,
the booms and other loading
devices.
Most famous of Wulffschmidt's
model steamers is the Queen
Mary, 12 feet by seven inches
long, designed to scale, built on
ribs, planked and minutely
equipped down to the smallest
deck fittings.
THE QUEEN RETURNS
Wulffschmidt, who looks as
neat as one of his models after
work, says it took between 3,000
and 4,000 hours to piece together
the Queen Mary out of one-inch
boards cut from white and sugar
pine. Beginning in 1936 with
two sets of plans (one from a
European marine architect and
another from a British engineering magazine), Wulffschmidt finished the job in 1940, in time to
offer the Queen for exhibition
at the Golden Gate Exposition on
Treasure Island.
Sporting 2,000 brass-lined fluorescent-illumined portholes, the
Queen Mary made a big hit at the
Exposition and then went the
rounds of other West Coast museums. Along with her sister
ships built by Wulffschmidt, the
Queen was enthroned at the San
Francisco Art Museum, the Merchants Exchange, the Aquatic
Park, the California Palace of
Honor, the Marine Exchange and
a United States Officers Cadet
School.
A love of the sea and ships has
kept Kulffschmidt whittling away
at the Queen Mary. Recently
the Queen came home after many

the Swedish seaman says.
If you ask Wulffschmidt why
he builds little models of big
ships, he shrugs his shoulders
and says: "I just like to do things
with my hands." But his wife
chimes in: "He should have been
a shipwright."
The way Wulffschrriliet went
about building the four-foot
model of the Gripsholm, SwedishAmerican liner, made of solid
sugar pine in about 8,000 hours
and an original American freighter, the California, in only 800
hours, smacks of the professional.
First Wulffschmidt studied the
plans of the ship, sometifnes as
many as 15 sets of blueprints for
the decks of one model. Eight
years of elementary schooling and
a night time course in engineering are all the education the ship
sculptor has had.
Each of the models Wulffschmidt has hammered together

in his basement workroom is
worth a couple of thousand dollars, according to insurance
agents and curators. But Wulffschmidt has never sold a model.
He reported that the SwedishAmerican line wanted to buy his
model of the Gripsholm in 3928,
after reconditioning the ship.
"But I wouldn't recondition my
model to match the new steamer
because I was too busy hammering together the Queen Mary."
Only time Wulffschmidt ever
parted with one of his models
was back in Sweden In 1910,
when he designed a barkenteen.
It was appraised and termed "a
work of art, according to a royal
ordinance of 1884." At a raffle
it brought 100 crowns and glc ry
for the 17-year-old lad.

INSPIRES A MUSEUM
Even more of a prize than
commercial success is the letter
Wulffschmidt received a few

years ago informing him that the
Queen Mary had been one of the
inspirations for the formation of
the Museum of Science and Industry in San Francisco.
Wulffschmidt's talent was put
to work helping the war effort
when the U. S. Army Port Transportation Corps requested him to
build a section model of a Liberty
ship to aid in training longshore
battalions: The model was on
view at the Ferry Building at
Harbor Day.
With the wartime shipping
rush on the waterfront, Wulffschmidt as an expert carpenter,
finds himself very much in demand, "When we start a job we
work through until we finish it,"
he says. "Sometimes we go at it
10 or 12 hours a day, seven days
a week to win the war. But I
still have some spare time to fix
up the Queen Mary. I like to
keep busy."

It's nothing to Local 10 member Knut 'Wulffschmiclt
months on exhibition. Wulffto
corn* horn. after 10 or 12 hours on the waterfront
schmidt went to work, stripping
the lights and deck gear to re- at shoring up and then go to woil building model steamers to scale. Here he is shown tinkering with the
paint her. "It'll take a year, Queen Mary, pride end joy of the Wulffschmidt worktable, undergo'ng renovation after four hectic years
maybe, and then she'll be ready," of travel and museum exhibitions.

Shipbuilding Longshoreman
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By MIKE QUIN

Free Private Cocoanuts ..
explains it all. I must admit,
however, it's sometimes disheartening. Yesterday I buried
my grandfather."
"That's too bad," said Pete.
"What did the old man die of?"
"Well, he walked around begging for cocoanuts until he got
too weak to stand any shock."
"So he starved to death?"
asked Pete.
"Oh, no," said the savage. "It
wasn't that. A cocoanut fell on
his head."
As, they walked towarAl the
village, Pete noticed a large
area of land, studded with the

"Too many cocoanuts!" said
Pete.
"That's right. When cocoanuts are growing all over, and
scattered on the ground, it
ruins the market. You can't
get a high price for them. Furthermore, a man loses his incentive to work hard for a
cocoanut if he can get one too
easy.
"It's a terrible situation,"
agreed Pete.
"Yes, but it looks like everything will be all right before
long. We're bound to have a
war, and then there's a big demand for cocoanuts. You can't
get enough of them. We use
them to throw at each other.
At the outskirts of the village,
Pete observed a huge bamboo
cage full of monkeys.
"They're Reds," said the savage. "Don't talk to them."
"How come, they're Reds?"
Pete asked.
"Well, they're either Reds or
CIO sympathizers. It's all the
same. We've got a law against
monkeys now."
"What for?" asked Pete.
"Well, they pull the cocoanuts off the trees and throw
them down to the people."
"What's wrong with that?"
asked Pete.
"Then people don't have to
climb trees. It Makes life too
easy."
"Doesn't anybody on this island want an easy life?" asked
Pete.
"Well, the monkeys did, but
we put a stop to that. They
were interfering with free private cocoanuts."
Pete wasn't on that island
more than three days before
they had him locked in the cage
with the monkeys. Joseph Curran, the president of the National Maritime Union, protested to Washington about it, and
a whole division of Marines was
sent to rescue him.
Pete says he doesn't think
he'll ever go back to Woozy
Boola.

All the stories and strange
experiences of this war will not
be told for years to come. I
think the strangest and most
remarkable of all, however, was
the experience of a National
Maritime Urion merchant seaman, Pete Finnigan, who had a
shipload of munitions blow up
under him in the South Pacific.
Oddly enough, Pete was not
even bruised or scratched. He
was blown several hundred
thousand feet into the air, but
he had the presence of mind on
the way up to remove his underdrawers and fashion them
into a crude parachute, with
which he wafted slowly and
gracefully onto a remote island
called Woozy Boole.
Now, I wouldn't be apt to believe this if I hadn't heard it
directly from Pete Finnegan
himself. He is usually very reticent and modest, but I managed
to get him talking about it over
a dozen or so bottles of green
death in one of the better class
Embarcadero taverns.
According to Pete, this island
was inhabited by a tribe of savages called the Rotarianosis
Kiwanisousies. It seems that
many years ago, some wreckage
from a ship that went down in
a typhoon drifted ashore on
Woozy Boole, including a splendid book by the Wall Street
economist Roger Babson. With
this, they were able to reconstruct a perfect working model
of modern civilization.
The first person to accost
Pete, after he landed on the
Island, was a thin, unhappy
looking savage wh9 begged him
for some cocoanuts.
Pete looked around him in
some surprise. "Why there's
more than enough cocoanuts,"
he said. "This whole darn island is covered with cocoanut
palms."
"Yes," said the savage, "but
we're having a depression right
now and times are hard. Besides, I haven't a license for
climbing trees."

"Then pick one up off the
ground," said Pete.
"That wouldn't be right," the
savage told him. "I'm not en—
titled to it."
"And why not?" asked Pete:
"Because I haven't worked
for it," said the savage. "I
haven't earned it."
"Then by all means go to
work," said Pete, "and earn
yourself one."
"I can't," said the savage.
"We've got a depression on, and
there's no work to do. You
can't get a job anywhere."
Pete felt pretty sorry for the

GI Lauds
CIO Policy
Of No Strike

AFL Re-Elects Green and All Vice Presidents

SAN FRANCISCO — The most
important task for any union is
to keep its men on the job, wrote
former United Electrical Workers
Representative Russ Nixon, now
a private in northern France, to
ILWU President Harry Bridges
last week.
Nixon, an experienced CIO organizer and leader who has
trudged through Belgium, Caen,
England, Paris, wrote: 'My experiences are confirming how
wise and correct our absolute
no-strike policy has been, and particularly how unwise it would be
to "jump the gun" on easing up
with our total war mobilization."
First hand, Nixon has observed
that "The war's not over in this
area as yet.
"The most important thing for
any union to be able to tell returning veterans is not that we
have a fancy postwar plan, but
that during the fighting—until
the last shot was fired—we never
once let them down in producing
their supplies. That will count the
most with the guys over here."
Nixon, who has seen the FFI
resistance forces In action, de.
dared that France is "genuinely
being reborn and will be a truly
great democratic power."
Enthusiasm for his part in the
job was expressed in Nixon's letter along with regret at having
to miss the first CIO convention
in six years.

fellow, and said: "Well, why
not make some work. Start a
fedeial tree-climbing project or
something."
The savage shook his head.
"That isn't a good idea," he
said. "It would get people to
expecting things from their government and would discourage
free private cocoanuts."
"Well, my gosh," said Pete,
"you've got to do something."
"Oh, no," said the savage.
"Depressions are perfectly natural. We have them periodically. We have a book written
by the great god Babson which

NEW ORLEANS (FP) — The
sixty-fourth annual convention of
the AFL dosed here November
30 after the unanimous re-election of President William Green,
Secretary- rea $urer George
Meany an4 the 18 vice-presidents.
In quick order thereafter, the
delegates, tired from their twoweek long *mention, elected the
list of incumbent vice-presidents,
in order'
William L. Hutcheson, United
Brotherhood at Carpenters:
,

stumps of cocoanut palms that
had been chopped down. A
crew of savages were busy with
stone axes at the edge of the
clearing, chopping down still
more trees.
"Things will be much better
when they get finished," said
the savage.
"Indeed, and what are they
doing?" asked _Pete.
"Why, they're chopping down
the cocoanut trees. The depression, you see, was caused by
over-production. There were
altogether too many cocoanuts.
ThatAi what caused the trouble."

Matthew Woll, International Photo Engravers, Union; Joseph N.
Weber, American Federation of
Musicians; G. M. Bugniazet, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers; George M. Harrison, Brotherhood of Railway
Clerks; Daniel J. Tobin, International Brotherhood of Teamsters;
Harry C. Bates, Bricklayers International Union; William D.
Mahon, Amalgamated Association
of Street & Electric Railway Employes; Felix H. Knight, Brother-

hood of Railway Carmen; Edward
Fiore, Hotel & Restaurant Employes International Alliance;
Harvey W. Brown, International
Association of Machinists; William C. Birthright, Journeymen
Barbers International Union; and
William C. Doherty, National Association of Letter Carriers.
The labor force of the San
Francisco Bay Industrial Area
has grown from approximately
500,000 to close to a million
persons.

CIO Backs State
Department an Greece
NEW YORK, (FP)—Secretary
of State Edward R. Stettinius was
flooded with telegrams from CIO
unionists December 6 hailing his
the internal affairs of Greece and
sharp rebuke to the British government for its intervention in
Italy.

The way tci "Bring him back alive" is to give plasma and whole blood through
Six Miters the
Red Cross blood bank. Six fingers for six pints each from Local 34 members
E. P ilmartin and J. P. Perrins (left to right) were good news to Storekeeper First Class Richard
Keefer, a veteran of Saipan. Keefer and a Red Cross donor film came to the Ship Clerks meeting
December 4 to arrange for gaffing out more six-pinters. Pledge cards for donor appointments were
distributed to the membership with a record 45 persons signing up, of whom 28 had never donated.

1LWU Sues
Pegler and
Hearst Rags
(Continued from Page I)
in the determination of union
policy."
The statements of Pegler, the
complaint continues, "have given
the public false impressions about
the aims, methods and activities
of the International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union
and the Harry Bridges Victory
Committee."
Attacked in the suit is the
Pegler statement that Bridges is
an "enemy of the United States."
"The article carries the implication," it is stated, "that the Harry
Bridges Defense Committee is
carrying on the defense of an
enemy of the United States.
"At the time of the publication
of the said libel, the Harry Bridges
Victory Committee had, and now
has, a reputation for defending
Harry Bridges simply and solely
because he was and is a loyal,
faithful, desirable American who
was and is devoted to the government of the United States as affected by the said libelous statement of the United States and its
constitution and its principles.
This reputation, except as afenemy of the United States."
Concerning the dropping of L.
K. Hyde from the probationary
roles of Local 34, it is brought
out that Hyde was ousted solely
for carelessness and inefficiency
In his job and for interfering
with the work of longshore gangs.
Another ILWU libel suit
against the newspaper PM in New
York is to be filed soon.

CIO Leaves
C of C Over
Open Shop
SAN PEDRO (FP)----Almost a
score of CEO locals here withdrew in a body from the San
Pedro Chamber of Commerce to
protest sneak indorsement by the
chamber's board of directors of
Proposition 12, union busting
measure which was defeated by
California voters November 7.
The decision to withdraw from
the organization which they had
joined in a spirit of goodwill and
harmony came after a three-hour
meeting of the harbor committee
of the Los Angeles CIO Council,
with all of the larger harbor
unions represented.
Indorsement of Proposition 12
"by the high and mighty directors of the chamber," the CIO
statement said, "jeopardizes the
kind of constructive community
co-operation that the labor unions
of this port and the leaders of
this city generally, have built up
during the past few years.
"But the CIO unions do not
intend to permit the unity of San
Pedro's people to be destroyed by
any little group of head-strong
men who place their own prejudiced views above the welfare of
the community at large."
The C. of C. board of directors voted approval of Proposition 12 at a meeting to which
members of the chamber, including the affiliated CIO unions,
were not Invited or informed
about. Both the state and San
Francisco chambers were on record against Proposition 12, the
CIO statement pointed out, "but
In San Pedro, a community almost exclusively of working people, the hierarchy of the C. of
C.—not the membership of the
chamber, but the arbitrary board
of directors—goes on record for
this destructive proposition."
Signers of the statement ineluded locals of the ILWU,,Industrial Union of Marine & Shipbuilding Workers, National Maritime Union, American Communications Association, American
Newspaper Guild, United Office
& Professional Workers, Federation of Architects, Engineers,
Chemists & Technicians, and
State, County & Municipal Workers.
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ILWU Takes
Dock Case
To the WO
(Continued from Page 1)
The main proposals of the
union, brought out in such a
clear presentation that it evoked
enthusiastic comment from observers, were:
(1) A basic wage increase. The
union is asking for $1.25 an hour
against the present $1.10. At least
5 cents of this, it was argued, is
due under the present Little Steel
Formula, which is in itself inadequate to keep up with the constant rise in cost of living. It
was also shown in the union's
case that by comparison with the
trend of wage increases for other
coast workers since 1934, longshore wages are lagging.
(2) A week's vacation with pay.
The union was able to show that
the longshore industry has been
particularly backward in this respect as proved by the National
War Labor Board's own policy.
It was proposed that vacations be
administered through a pool plan
In which all employers shall participate on the basis of percentage of average hours worked by
the men in any port.
(3) Differential. The union
showed that skill differentials
should be standardized and made
uniform throughout the coast at
rates now nrevailing in some, but
not all ports.
(4) Penalty cargoes. The union
proposed and argued that penalty cargoes be uniform up and
down the west coast and that
overtime on the handling of penalty cargo be at the rate of time
and one-half of the penalty rate.
It also was proposed and argued
that new penalty rates be allowed
for the handling of chemically
treated lumber, all cement, dehydrated lime, sulpher in bags
and guano in bulk. The panel
was asked, as well, to recognize
the justice of triple time during
overtime hours on explosives and
damaged cargo and where fire is
burning or smoldering. The union
would also extend the coverage
to the handling of hazardous
chemicals and poisons and inelude all workers engaged in or
near the handling of explosives.
The panel and all connected
with the case toured the docks
on December 7 and gained firsthand knowledge of the many
technical points made in the
hearings.
UNION HAS 60 EXHIBITS
The long hours of careful, patient work which went into preparation of the union's case were
reflected in the swift and sure
delineation of the inequities of
the old contract. More than 60
exhibits were introduced to support the ILWU contentions.
The desirability of decasualizIng the longshore industry
through a guaranteed work week
and annual wage, adequate pay,
penalty rates and equitable overtime provisions was stressed 'in
the union:s ease.

Dispatcher Staff photos.

Case Goes In
In the extensively documented
case for vacations, the ILWU
presented the union proposal for
one week's vacation for all registered longshoremen, based on
the percentage of average hours
worked by the men in port.
INCENTIVE TO WORK
Value of vacations, it was stated by the union, lies in its use
as an incentive for steady and
regular availability of the men
•
for work.
That unemployment is no substitute for vacations, the ILWU
quoted as authority a book by
Frank P. Foisie, president of
the Waterfront Employers Association.
"Longshoremen should have
leisure time which they can count
on. Additional time waiting
around or hunting for jobs is
not leisure time," Foisie had
written.
Citing WLB precedents for
granting vacations and the numerous vacation plans in West
Coast industry, Fisher pointed
out he had yet to find a case
where vacations were denied.
GOLDBLATT TESTIFIES
"For over 10 years now this
organization has battled for one
single principle: job security,"
testified ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Goldblatt.
repre"This particular issue
sents ... a touchstone of the maturity of the industry itself and
the maturity of the union in the
industry."
Goldblatt termed vacations a
highly desirable practice, .not
only for the men, but for the
industry.
Wage demands for a raise from
$1.10 to $1.25 an hour were urged
to settle maladjustment under
the Little Steel formula.
Under the maladjustment formula of the board, the union argued
that 5 cents of the proposed increase is due the longshoremen
even without change of the Little
Steel formula.
FISHER EXPLAINS HOURS
Bolstering the union's demand
for continuation of the six-hour
day, Fisher termekit a decasualization feature. "It is an effort to
establish a standard work week
around which the industry could

be successfully decasualized, a
measurement of that minimum of
employment which would provide
a reasonable livelihood."
The blackboard became'Fisher's ally in his illustration of the
Inequities of overtime pay to
longshoremen working on the
night shift. It was brought out
that 40 per cent of the port work
is done at night.
The night time rate set at
$1.65 from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m. was
tagged a night rate and not overtime. He announced that any
night shift worker on the job
after 8 a.m., instead of earning
overtime, returns to the day
shift rate af $1.10 an hour. He
termed this "a certain inequity."
SKILLS EXPLAINED
Miss Kahn developed testimpny
on the skills of the winch drier,
hatch tender, and lift jitney drivers in support of the ILWU demand for a 10-cent uniform coastwise differential for these jobs
in the daytime, and 15 cents at
night. For gang bosses, because
of the supervisory and responsible nature of their work, a 15cent premium was asked.
An end to the clause preventing
pyramiding of penalty and skill
rates was called for with Howard
Bodine of Portland testifying to
the unjustness of the present provision. Bodine pointed out that
winch drivers used certain skills
and underwent certain discom-

Here are busy scenes in San
Francisco as the Coastwise Negotiating Committee took the
longshore case before a panel of
the National War Labor Board.
(II The panel, Industry Member,
Lee Paul; Chairman Arthur S.
Meyer, and Labor Member A. E.
Phillips. (2) Four members of the
committee at The hearing, left to
forts when working penalty cargo. right, Howard Bodine of PortAsking penalty rates to be ex- land, Cole Jackman of the Coast
tended to additional cargoes be- Labor Relations Committee, Burt
cause of the extreme hazard, ar- Nelson
of Seattle, and Frank M.
dousness and obnoxiousness of
their nature, the union explained Andrews of Olympia, Wash. (3)
that in many cases commodities Two other members of the cornon which premiums ars desired mitts*, William S.
Lawrence of
were not in existence in 1937
when the original list was drawn San Pedro, Calif., and Clyde Milup.
ler of Longview, Wash., discuss
CARLOADERS ASK PLACE
the case between sessions.(4) BeCoverage was asked in the hind the scenes patient research
coastwise longshore agreement work goes on. Here is part of The
for carloaders because they are staff in action in the ILWU rethe same men doing the same search library, left to right, Bert
work for the same employers.
Stone, Julia Cole, Martha SchlCalling for an end to the pay ferl,
Agnes Quay., and Sadie
distinction between carloaders
and longshoremen, the union Chancey. (5) Lunch is served in
pointed out that no rational dis- the ILWU conference room betinction between the two classifi- tween sessions as research staff
and negotiating committee memcations as to work exists.
Before 1034, Bill Lawrence, bers diseuss presentation of the
President of San Pedro Local 13, ease. Left to. right, Elinor Kahn
asserted that carmen earned of the research department, Philthe same rate as longshoremen.
lips, Director Lloyd H. Fisher of
Germain Bulcke, formal Local +he research department, Bodine,
10 President, added that mechanical changes in the industry Thomas Riellardson, an observer
had brought about the introduc- from Local 19, and International
tion of the lift jitney and the lift Secretary-Treasurer Lours Gold.
board. If a lift board is placed Watt. (6) Employer represent*.
under cargo handled by the car- fives Frank Foisie and Gregory
loader, he stated, the longshore Harrison.
rate of pay is due. When the
cargo is placed on the dock instead of the board, carloaders receive only $1 instead of the $1.10.
Such arbitrary discrimination
in higher rates has kept longshoremen from taking carloader
jobs. The resultant shortage of
carloaders is difficult to overcome, the ILWU pointed out, and
necessitates extensive campaigning to keep men going to these
jobs.
SICK LEAVE ARGUED
Assurance of time out to vote
was another of the issues the
union presented, asking clarification of the holiday clause to
(Continued on Page 10.)

Democrats Back Unions'
Legislative Program
SEATTLE, (FP) —A convention of King county Democrats
unanimously voted support of a
6-point social security legislative
program which has the backing of
all groups of organized labor.
The program calls for: (1) liberalization of the social security
law, (2) revamping of the workmen's conpensation law, (3) passage of a minimum wage law for
state employees,(4) a state labor
disputes act setting up a state labor relations board, (5) protective veterans legislation, (6) re.

conversion legislation.
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Nominations for Officers Continue December 18th
By DISPATCHER
ship session, Monday night, De- ahead fast with the co-operation
Negotiations for the new con- cember 18.
of tip California Labor School.
More union blood donors are
tract were resumed Wednesday,
Understanding of trade unionDecember 6, with Bjorne Hailing, ism, the ship scaling industry, needed to help save the.lives of
ILWU Regional Director, Lawyer parliamentary procedure and the wounded servicemen:At the ferry
Richard Gladstein and Local 2 win-the-war program of the ILWU building, a special mobile blood
members Oscar Morales and Julio are important qualities candidates bank will be set up to tap the
Cannelis present.
for office should possess. Al- blood of Local 2 members after
Following a point-by-point dis- though these qualifications are they come off the job. Those
cussion of the contract, the em- not listed in the constitution or ship scalers who volunteer know
ployers agreed that they disagreed the telephone book, they are just they are giving bood to help their
and decision to meet again with as important as the requirement brothers, sons, fathers and friends
Ship Scalers representatives on that candidates must be full book
December 13 was made.
menpers for a year.
Unless negotiations come out
In honor of our Soviet allies
of the doldrums they seem to who fought so bravely against the
have drifted into, with employers , Nazi ideology as well as the Gerrefusing wage raises and other man armies, Local 2 members will
Negociaciones por un nuevo
requests, certification of the case be asked to send Christmas pres- contrato fueron resumidas
el
to the War Labor Board is cer- ents to the war-shattered Rus- miercoles Diciembre 6 con el Ditain.
sian Children at the next general rector Regional de el ILWU
At the subcommittee meeting membership meeting.
Bjorne Hailing, el licenciado
Thursday, December 7, the ruling
Membership of Local 2 hit a Richard Gladstein y dos miwas adopted that dispatchers and new*high when at the last gen- embros de la Union, Oscar Mothe janitor shall be appointed.
eral meeting 120 more men and rales y Julio Canales presentes.
Further nominations for offi- women were initiated into the
Siguiendo la discussion
cers and committee members will union as full book members.
contrato punto por punto, los
be made at the general member.
Since the emergency was de- patrones no accedieron a nada,
clared five or six months ago, pero se obtuvo el tener otra
the membership has become more entrevista con ellos para la seaware that they belong to a mane siguiente.
union. The educational program
Mientras las negociaciones no
which has just begun is going prosigan, con intenciones de lieSEATTLE—Alaska longshoremen were handed a 51
/
2 cents
hourly increase by the Twelfth
Regional War Labor Board this
week to cover the rise in the
December 15—Supervisors, 7:30 p.m., Room 316, 150 Golden Gate
cost of living.
Avenue.
Hearings on the request for
December 18—Membership, 7:30 p.m., CIO Auditorium, 150 Golden
the raise were held in Seattle,
Gate Avenue.
September 27, with Elinor Kahn,
December 21—Subcommittee, 7:30 p.m., Conference Room, 210
ILWU research assistant presentDrumm Street.
ing the union's case.
December 22—Delegates, 7:30 p.m., Santa Maria Hall, 150 Golden
The directive increased the 1.0
Gate Avenue.
cents an hour cost of living difDecember 28—Subcommittee and Executive Board, 7:30 p.m.,
ferential given Alaska longshoreConference Room, 210 Drumm Street.
men to 161i cents an hour, retroDecember 29—Probationary Members and Women, 7:30 p.m., CIO
active to January 18 for Seward
Auditorium, 150 Golden Gate Avenue.
Local 39 and Juneau Local 16,
and to October 1 for Ketchikan
Local 62.
Diciembre 15—Supervisores, 7:30 p.m., Room 316, 150 Golden
In the first disputes case hanGate Avenue.
dled for Alaska in some time, 'a
Diciembre 18—General, 7:30 p.m., CIO Auditorium, 150 Golden
substantial increase was w o n.
Gate Avenue.
Companies involved are the AlasDiciembre 21—Comite de Emergencia, 7:30 p.m., Conference
ka SS Company, Alaska TransRoom, 150 Golden Gate Avenue.
portation Company and the
Diciembre 22—Delegados, 7:30 p.m., Santa Maria Hall, 150 Golden
Northland Transportation ComGate Avenue.
pany.
Diciembre 28—Comite de Emergencia y Cuerpo Executivo, 7:30
Alaska longshoremen have alp.m., Conference Room, 210 Drumm ,Street.
ways been paid above the Pacific
Diciembre 29—Mujeres, 7:30 p.m., CIO Auditorium, 150 Golden
Coast longshore scale to cover
Gate Avenue.
the higheP cost of living.

fighting against the fascist foe.
Copies of parliamentary rules
of order to be followed at membership meetings will be distributed soon in Spanish and hi
English.
There is plenty of work on the
waterfront for men and women.
It is doubly important now, when
our armies are drawing eloser to
victory, to stay on the job and
finish the job.

Nominaciones Para Oficiales Seran
Echos en el Siguiente Mitin

Alaska Dockers
Get HCL Raise

Scalers Meeting Schedule

Ifineratio de Nuestros Mifines

SAtit

FitANC11111:41 SHIP CLEITILW NEWS
• Local 34 •

Book Members
To Vote for Officers

The annual election of the Association will be held Thursday
and Friday of this week, December 14 and 15. All book members may vote at union headquarters, Pier 3, San Francisco,
or at the Oakland Hirlpg Hall,
1407 Webster Street.
Sample ballots have been
mailed to all members and all
are urged to vote. Only members
in good standing will be allowed
to vote, Le., those who are not
more than one month's dues in
arrears.
You must have your book in
order to vote. This is important,
so please do not ask anyone on
the ballot committee to do otherwise. The ballot box will be taken
to all piers so please contact the
committee as to the time they
expect to be at a given place.

Negotiations Report
Scheduled for Meeting

president members of committees with,voice but no vote were
swamped. It is ILWU as well as
CIO policy to give - ir locals the
benefit of their officers' experience on committees. In most instances the president acts as
chairman of the executive committee.
The third resolution as finally.
passed selects four members of
the Labor Relations Committee
from the membership and allows
officers of the union to be elected
to the committee.
Interesting letters from Captain F. J. "Bud" Lots and Lieutenant Johnny Lawless, both in
the Army Transport Service, were
read to the membership at the
last meeting. They are both awaiting foreign assignments at the
present time.

Donors Volunteer
After Pm Showing
The Red Cross film, "Bring
'Em Back Alive," shown at our
last meeting, proved of considerable interest and immediately
afterward, 45 members present
signed pledge cards for blood donations. All those who signed the
cards will be notified by the committee when to appear at the
blood bank and all other members
are urged to make donations and
to mention the union when doing

Next regular meeting will be
held Monday, December 18. This
will be an important meeting.
Reports of progress in negotiations with employers will be made
as well as other interesting reports. It, will also be your last
opportunity to take home that order for your Christmas turkey.
The three amendments to our
SO.
present constitution and by-laws
which ca.me up for final reading
at the last meeting precipitated Hard-working Checkers
a lively discussion.
Missed Gala Dance
The first two which proposed
Due to the great number of our
making the president and vice- members being employed on the

evening of December 2, attendance at our first annual dance
was somewhat disappointing.
Those attending were greatly
pleased with the arrangements
and all enjoyed an evening of
good entertainment. The committee is to be congratulated on their
initial effort and it is hoped that
our members will turn out in
greater numbers at the next affair.

ATS Group Urged
To Attend Meetings
Regular meetings for Army
Transport members are held on
the second Mondays of the month
in San Francisco and the second Tuesdays of the month in
Oakland. ATS members should
attend these 'meetings whenever
possible as discussions with the
military authorities are progressing. Regular meetings with General Kels have been arranged
starting December 7, and every
two weeks following.
Brother Grant McDonald, who
was seriously injured at Encinal
Terminals some time ago, is reported on the way to recovery.
We will all be glad to welcome
Mac back to the job again.
All probationary members are
again advised that they are expected to attend meetings and
will be fined if they do not attend two meetings in each quarter. They should be glad of the
opportunity to attend meetings
and participate in the labor movement.

gar a un acuerdo favorable pare
la Union y con los patrones rehusando darnos aumento de saleriot; y otras demandas que pare
nosotros son indispensables, tendremos que sertificar nuestro
caso con el "War Labor Board."
En el mitin de el sub comite
el jue v es Diciembre 7, se
adopt° por mosion eche por miembros de el comite, que los despiichadores y el janitor no neben correr en las elecciones por
no ser posiciones ejecutivos en la
Union.
Nominaciones para oficiales y
comites seran echas en el siguiente mitin general Diciembre 18.
PARA LOS NINOS
Un entendimiento de el desarrollo unionista, la Industrie en
quo trabajamos, leyes parlamentarios y el program de el
ILWU pare ganar la guerra, son
cualidades importantes, que los
candidatos para oficina deben de
poseer aunque estas cualidades
no esten enumerados en la constitucion o en el libro del telelone.
Son tan importantes como el
requisito que los candidatos deben de ser miembros de libro de
la Union por un ano.
En honor de nuestros aliados
sovieticos que pelearon tan heroicamente en contra de la ideologia nazi como contra los ejercitos alemanos, a los miembros de
nuestra Union se lee pediera que
menden regalos de natividad a
los ninos Rusos.
Nuestra membrecia fue aumentada como con 120 nuevos
miembros en nuestro mitin pasado, hombres y muheres, fueron
iniciados.
Desde que la emergencia fue
declarada hace cinco o sies meses,
los miembros de la Union se han
dado mas cuenta de que pertenecen a una Union. El programa
de educacion este tomando forma
mas seria y progressando con
la cooperacion de la "California
Labor School."
Mas sangre donada por los
miembros se necesita pars salver
la vide de nuestros soldados deridos en el campo de batalla.
En el "Ferry Building" sera
puesto un Banco Movible pare
recibir a nuestros miembros despues de que salgar de su trabajo. Los miembros de la Ship
Scalers Union, que den sangre
saben bien que estan alludando a
sus hermanos, hijos, padres y
amigos que estan peleando contra
el enemiga fascista.
Hay mucho trabajo ahora en el
"Waterfront" para hombres y
mujeres y es doblemente importante ahora que nuestros ejercitos estan acercandose a In
victoria, que usted se este en su
trabajo y lo termine.

Puerto Rico
Dockers Pick
The ILWU
SAN JUAN, Puerto R ic o—
Longshoremen and clerks here
overwhelmingly voted for representation by the ILWU in the
NLRB election held at the docks
of the New York and Puerto
Rico Steamship Company and the
San Antonio Company, November
22.
Out of 219 votes cast, 218 went
to the ILWU's Union de Empleados de Muelles de Puerto Rico.

Coast Pride
Highlights
Bodine Talk
SAN FRANCISCO—Howard L
Bodine, Portland longshoreman
and International Ex eeutit
Board member, described with
the wisdom of '15 years on 8110
front, longshore operations In his
home port at the coastwise pact
hearings Tuesday, December S.
Bodine related that an entirely
new method of loading ships has
come about with the introduetion
of Russian lend-lease cargoes
loaded on Russian lend-lease vessels.
Speaking of the value of the
material longshoremen handle,
Bodine said: "Today of course
It's possible to hoist a piece of
equipment the value of which
isn't known to us and perhaps its
value would be a great deal more
than its dollar and cents value.
WORRIED ABOUT LOAD
"I recall last summer," he continued, "where I had to hoist
seven loads. The value was given
to me as $380,000, a serum for
medical purposes in Russia.
"Frankly, the value did not
impress me," Bodine announced.
"I was worried about the possibility of many lives being lost if
the serum did not reach its destination."
In wartime, Bodine stated, longshoremen are called upon to
handle much heavier loads, such
as locomotives, for which special
heavy gear is required.
WINCHES NEED SKILL
Bodine pointed out: "I have
had instructions from a walking
boss to rig the heavy lift boom
to take a six-ton box and then
the next night not have time to
do that extra rigging to take a
heavy bcfic of the same size."
Speaking of the skill required
for longshoring Bodine explained:
"It would be possible for a man
to work many years on the waterfront and never handle all of the
types of winches that we would
say competent and experienced
winch drivers might handle.
Winch driving is not something
you learn in 30 days."
All the technicalities of rigging up heavy lift booms, and the
different types of winches and
winch driving were explained to
panel members by Bodine.
"I think perhaps the West
Coast here is the only area where
there are doutple winch drivers,
where men are trained to handle
both of the winches simultaneously," boasted Bodine.

PW Runs Short
Story Contest
SAN FRANCISCO — Unionists
with literary bent were urged to
send in short stories for the People's World contest by editor
John Pittman last week.
The first short story contest
run by the California labor daily
will be judged by seven noted
California authors. They are:
Ring Lardner, Jr., Albert Maltz,
Dalton Trumbo, C. S. Forester,
James R. Caldwell, A. I. Bezerides, and Wilma Shore.
First prize in the competition
for which entries will be accepted
until February 1, 1945, is $100.
Seven other prizes totalling $125
will be awarded. Stories must
not run longer than 2,500 words.
"We especially hope for good
material from the ranks of labor,"
said John Pittman, managing
editor.

WLB Sets Minimums
For Cannery Workers

•

SAN FRANCISCO (FP)—The
National War Labor Board has
set a 70c hourly minimum for
Ittiece workers in 60 northern
California fruit and vegetable
canneries for the coming season.
It has also extended to men
workers the time and a quarter
pay for overtime work which wan
previously granted to women.
The ruling also provides the
checkoff, a 17/
1
2c bonus for night
work, two-week vacations, a 50c
weekly union fee for volunteer
"victory workers" and exemption
of foremen from the agreement.
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Jim Kearney Says:

Membership Session Backs
Gang Stewards,Ousts Bully

Action is Slated
On Amendment
At the December 20 membership meeting the following
proposed change in the constitution will be read for the
third time and action taken.
The proposed amendment
reads as follows:
"Amendment to Article X,
Section 5. Probationary members and regular members
who show no work for one entire period will be dropped
from The union rolls unless
they have been granted a
leave of absence by the Labor
Relations Committee or the
union, or there is a record of
Illness or injury."

The huge attendance at the last membership meeting and the
willingness of the brothers to remain until all important business
was disposed of was a source of great satisfaction to your officials.
The agenda was strictly union business Imre number of important
matters were settled
Most significant of all was the action of the membership in
ousting a new book member who was charged with beating one of
the gang stewards and otherwise terrorizing a number of members.
The membership served plain notice that the possession of a book
In this local is not a license to bully or browbeat other men. Unfortunately some of these performers handpick their opponents as
there are always a number of capable men who could straighten
out the rough customer in short order.
The brothers assembled also served notice that they are backing
up their gang stewards 100 per cent and will give short shrift to any
man who refuses to assist the steward in carrying out his responsibilities* or who seeks to intimidate the stewards. The stewards are
The case concerning 11 men
the back bone of this union and they are entitled to the respect
and appreciation of all who realize the difficulties of their job convicted of pilfering and seeking reinstatement has just been
today.
presented to the arbitrator. Since
Members May File
there was a dispute concerning
For Winch Driver School
the authority of the arbitrator to
Probably for the last time, a wonderful opportunity is presented rule on the car, arguments were
to the older men in the industry who would like to perform a lighter confined to this point only and a
type of work. The PCMIB has announced that due to a serious decision should be rendered in a
shortage of winch drivers they are accepting men for training at few days on this disputed point.
government expense at this time. The men will be taught on a
* * *
school ship and will practice under the supervision of a eompetent
All work with the exception of
instructor who will also explain different types of gear and rigging. emergency work will be susA complete explanation of safety rules is likewise a part of the pended from 6 a.m., Sunday, Decourse. This is a splendid chance for those men who are getting cember 24, to 7 a.m., Tuesday,
along in years to get away from the heavy work on the dock and December 26. December 17,
hold. Applicants must be book members of this Local for at least which would normally be a
three years and should apply to Ray Stewart at 112 Market Street, "rest" Sunday, will be a -work
Room 430, at once,
Sunday. December 31 will be
a regular "rest" Sunday.
Probationary Members
*
*
Urged to Attend Meetings
Any man who has been a book
While it is true that there is no compulsion for probationary mem- member of the local for three or
bers to attend the regular membership meetings, the fact temeins more years and who wishes to
that it is to their advantage to attend for a number of reasons. The train at Government expense as
meetings offer an oportunity to these new men in the industry to a winch driver should contact
understand why they are paying dues into this union each month; Brother Ray Stewart at 112 Marwhat the membership is seeking to accomplish; and how they can ket Street, Room 430, as soon as
work with the book members in building a better unien.
possible. There are still a few
For many years, probationary members were not allowed to at- openings.
• * *
tend membership meetings and it was only after a great deal of
effort that this privilege was extended to the new men. VIThen a
Members who would like to
man comes before the Investigating Committee for finel investiga- contribute a gift to some Rue.
tion for his membership book, one of the factors the Cemanittee is shin child this Christmas are redefinitely influenced by is whether or not the candidate hag town quested to send their gift to Rusinterest in attending the regular membership meetings in addition sian War Relief, 360 Sutter
Street, as quickly as possible,
to the special probationary meetings.

Dockmen Play Hard Game
Bercovich Defeats Them
In one of the best played games
seen at Alameda all year, Bercovich defeated the longshoremen
in the thirteenth inning.
Steve Le Gault, pitcher of the
Sacramento Coast League team,
pitched for the winners. Floyd
Stronuni, Oakland hitcher, pitching for the longshoremen, allowed
only one. earned run, but two expensive errors lost him and the
longshoremen the ball game.
Strommi allowed six hits, one
earned run and walked two men
and struck out seven. Le Gault
allowed nine hits and four runs

AN

where your gift will be acknowledged and forwarded.
* * *
The best Christmas gift you
can give is a pint of blood to the
Red Cross Blood Bank. You can
make a very personal gift of it,
too, by donating your pint of
blood in the name of a union
brother in the service.
Give his name and address to
the Red Cross at the time you
make your donation and they will
send him a Christmas card telling him you have given blood in
his name—blood which may save
his life or that of one of his
comradeS.
If you do not know the name
or address of a brother in the
service, come into the president's
office and one will be given you
before you report to the BloodBank.
*

*

Important Notice
The next special meeting for
probationary members will be
held on Monday, January 8,
1945, at 3 p.m. for the night shift
and at 8 p.m. for die day shift,
at 150 Golden Gate Avenue. Attendance is compulsory under
penalty ofthe A-B-C penalties
or non-attendance.
•
•

SAFETY FIRST

Unity Between Veterans and Civilians
Vital to Winning Jobs and Prosperity
(Reprinted from YANK)
You may have read about the
recent incident In Kansas City
when a group of some 40 servicemen, aroused by an unauthorized
strike at a North American Aviation plant, stormed the plant entrance, dispersed the three pickets who were outside and tore up
their picket signs. At that time
the strikers were being urged to
return by a regional director of
their union, the UAW-CIO, which
had condemned the strike as a
violation of the union's no-strike
pledge.
You may also have read the
story a few days later, when another group of servicemen in
Kansas City seized the sign from
a picket in front of a liquor store
and tore off an American flag
that had been attached to the
sign.
STRIKES AT LOWEST LEVEL
Now, it is wishful thinking to
imagine that soldiers overseas,
or even in the States, are growing any closer to civilians. They
aren't. That goes particularly
for many men abroad who feel
that no one really has it tough
unless he is overseas — and
they're right. But this attitude
leaves them wide open to stories
about how much money the
workers back home are making,
how many women they've got,
how soft a life they have. It's
the easiest thing in the world
to Put over these ideas, especially since a man overseas usually doesn't have access to all the
facts.
That most of these stories are
exaggerated and sometimes untrue is buried beneath the anger.

Tell a soldier that the yatiOnal
average of strikes II at the lowest level in the history of the
U. S.-6/100 of 1 pe
man-hours worked----an he probably won't be very nterested.
What the hell are man-houre,
anyway?
But you can't disguise the fact
that the AFL and CIO kave outlawed strikes for the duration,
that the few you read about are
wildcat strikes. You can't ignore
figures: In the first 109 days of
the Normandy Invasion we put
ashore 17 million ship-tons of Allied vehicles and suppliee. More
than twice the total received by
General Pershing throngh friendly ports in the entire IV months

Need for Time
Reports Explained
A number of gang twee have
been neglecting to fill 04 and
return to the union (Mee lost
time reports.
The purpose of these reports
Is to protect the individual gang
as well as the union.
In a case where a Lai
gang
iimight
be cited before the
kelafloes Committee for in. Clancy,
many times the gang Would be
protected by beteg able &refer
to a properly filled in
e report showing that the delay was
due to conditions beyond the eontrol of the longshoremen'.
The forms may be ebtained in
the union office and ali gang
bosses are requested to aide by
the membership rule ordering
these reports to be turned In
regularly.

of our participation in the first
World War. Who do you think
made that stuff—pixies?
IT MAY BE INSTIGATED
No one is condoning strikes in
wartime. There shouldn't even
be the few there are. But the
kind of action that took place at
Kansas City is loaded with trouble. It may be spontaneous. Or
it may be instigated by unscrupulous people who would like to
see a wild scramble between veterans and civilians for jobs after
the war. It would seem, though,
that this is not exactly the way
to get that "national unity"
everyone talks about. There is
a lot of discussion about those
two words, but what they mean
Is simply that we are all part of
the same country. We are winning the war by working together, and we will have to work
together after the war if we want
jobs and prosperity.
It is going to be tough enough
reconverting to full civilian production without starting a fight
among the men who will do ithe
producing. And if you begin by
setting veteran against civilian,
you will end by setting Protestant against Catholic, Catholic
against Jew, white against Negro
—and you will wind up having
the very thing we are fighting
the war to destroy.

To Plan Program
Brothers Ted Rankin, Hans
Koenig and N. R. Estes were
elected to the newly-formed educational group of the stewards
committee.

*

and walked three and also struck
out seven.
UNLUCKY THIRTEENTH
Gallegher, left fielder for Beycovich, -played sensational ball in
the field besides breaking up the
game in the thirteenth inning.
Balestreri, center fielder for the
longshoremen, made one of the
finest plays seen this season by
throwing Gallegher out by a step
at third base in the second inning, saving a sure run.
Velasquez. Imperial and Carl
Spin played nice all in the field.
Samaduroff got himself three
hits, while Carl Spirz, Velasques
got two each. One of Velasques'
hits was a long triple, scoring one
run and tying the score a moment
later when Imperial hit a long fly
ball to right field.
It was a swell game and a tough
one to lose, but all the fans were
greatly pleased and praised both
teams for a long time after 4he
game. Longshoremen got a great
hand walking off the field after
the game for their fine teamwork
and hustling spirit.

Gambling Is
Forbidden in
Hiring Hall
Acting on the recommendation
of the executive board, the membership passed a rule at the December 6 meeting forbidding
gambling or card playing in the
hiring hall.
This action was the result of a
series of complaints centering
about a few individuals who were
playing for sizeable stakes in the
rear of the hall.
OUTSIDERS SLIPPED IN
Complaints also were made that
outsiders who did not belong te
the union were slipping into the
hiring hall and getting into the
games.
If the situation had been allowed to continue, serious trouble
might have developed.
Appropriate signs have been
posted in the hall stating the
rule of the membership. The sergeant-at-arms has been instructed
to turn in the names of violator*
for disciplinary action by the
grievance committee.

The attention of all winch
drivers is called to the safety
rule that at no time may a man
leave the winch handles -ulnatended without placing in the
pins or else shutting off the
steam.
Failure to observe this rule
caused a serious accident last
week at Pier 42 which nearly cost
the lives of three men.
The attention of all gang foremen and stewards is called to
the safety rule that every hatch
should have a safety board in a
clear position along side the
At the membership meeting of
hatch. This rule was put into December 20 and thereafter,
effect in order to provide an in- books and permit cards will be
stant and safe means Of remov- stamped until 8:45 p.m. After that
ing an injured man from the time the stamps will be collected
hold to the dock.
and destroyed. Men who wish to
leave before the meeting adjourns
are requested to make as little
Which Side
disturbance as possible.
Is Foisie On?
The membership rule is that
SAN FRANCISq0—During
no one may leave before 9:30 p.m.
the union's presentation of
unless his stamp is voided. A
its vacation demands before
good union man does not leave
the WLB, Lloyd Fisher, dithe meeting until union business
rector of the ILWU Research
has been disposed of and the
Department, created a stir by
meeting stands adjourned.
quoting from a book by Frank
Due to the heavy attendance at
P. Foisie, president of the Parecent meetings, members ar
cific Coast Waterfront Emurged to be seated before 8
ployers Association.
p.m., as men arriving later
The quotation read: "Longhave to take tb,Ir &one's
shoremen should have leisure
getting a seat in the rear baleen
time which they can count on.
Additional time waiting
Men Urged to Keep
around or hunting for jobs is
Records
of Travel
not leisure time. Only that
In the recent decision of th
time which is planned is leiarbitrator on subsistence pay, t14
sure time."
Mr. Foisie protested: "Oh, rate for meals was increased
from 75 cents to $1.00
no! Now! No! Nol"
All men in the port are rak
When Chairman Arthur
quested to keep track of all travel.,
Meyer comforted Foisie with
ling, including board and meats.
"I think you ought to feel very
If any man should leave the
complimented," the employers'
industry he should file a stet*
president answered: "I wonmeat in the union office in order
der on which side of the table
that any :honey due him can be
Alt."
1
colletted and forOirlied to him.

No Meeting
Stamps For
Late-Comers
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Special to The Dispatcher
WASHINGTON-The first definite program of •
VT postwar cooperation among nations is about to
run the gauntlet of its U. S. enemies. Although these
fees could hardly agree on anything else in the
world, they make a formidable alliance. They could
unite long enough to destroy, not long enough to
build.

all their own. That makes them seem as remote as
Mars and just as incomprehensible as life on that
planet. But actually they are as real and vital as
next week's ay check. One reason is that they have
a good deal to do with next week's pay check-or
at least next year's pay check-for millions of Americans directly and even more millions indirectly.
Therefore, the plan adopted • by the United Nations
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$2,500,000 in pesos. Norway's trade would thus be maintained to the great benefit of herself, the three countries she is buying from and all the rest of the community of nations.
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO MONETARY FUND
(Figures in thousands of dollars)
Australia
$ 200,000 India
$ 400,000
Belgium
225,000 Iran
25,000
10,000 Iraq
Bolivia
8,000
Brazil
150,000 Liberia
500
Canada
300,000 Luxembourg
10,000
Chile
50,000 Mexico
90,000
China
275,000
550,000 Netherlands
Colombia
50,000
50,000 New Zealand
Costa Rica
5,000 Nicaragua
2,000
Cuba
50,000 Norway
50,000
Czechoslovakia .. 125,000 Panama
500
5,000 Paraguay
Dominican Rep.
2,000
A
Ecuador
5,000 Peru
25,000
45,000 Philippines
Egypt
15,000
El Salvador
2,500 Poland
125,000
6,000 South Africa
Ethiopia
100,000
France
450,000 Russia
1,2001000
Greece
40,000 United Kingdom 1,300,000
Guatemala
.....
2,750,000
5,000 United States
Haiti
15,000
5,000 Uruguay
Honduras
2,500 Venezuela
15,000
Iceland
1,000 Yugoslavia
60;000
(Denmark's contribution was left open until the Danish
Government can be in a position to sign the agreement, probably after liberation.)
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The program they oppose is the agreements for
monetary stabilization signed by the U. S. and 43 other
nations at Bretton Woods, N.H., last July. To most of
us this is a,complicated technical problem that we
would like to leave to experts. But it is going to affect wages of most American workmen, the price of
crops for most American farmers and the profits of a
vast portion of American business.
On the success of this program depends the growth
and security of our foreign trade. That should involve directly the jobs of some 5,000,000 people. A
threat to that many workers and that much production is a threat to the living standards of all the country.

COMMON SENSE IN
FOREIGN POUCY
The Bretton Woods plan seeks to provide in world
trade a substitute for the financial machinery we use
in domestic commerce. It aims at a medium which will
permit a Chicago manufacturer to sell a tractor to a
Norwegian with something approaching the same ease
and security as to a Kansan. The U.S. is to provide
about a third of the total potential credits of nearly
$18 billions needed to make the plan work. It looks
like good business.
But to a group of oddly assorted interests, most of
them deeply suspicious of each other, the plan looks
dangerous. They are prepared to fight it in and out
of Congress, and they are strong both places. International bankers, isolationists, high tariff advocates
and the West's silver bloc are all opposing the Bretton Woods plan.
If they defeat such a measure,their alliance would
end, because the bankers want to repeal silver legislation; most of the silver bloc wants low tariffs; the
isolationists would hamstring the international
bankers.

SPECIAL VS.
WORLD INTERESTS
The international bankers, led by Winthrop Aldrich of the Chase National in New York, oppose the
Bretton Woods scheme because they fear government controls and are doubtful of any methods that
are designed to check the classic boom-and-bust cycle
which they tend to regard as a law of nature. The
Isolationists-at an all-time low in Congress as a result of the election-object to the program because it
is international. The tariff lobby takes ax in hand
because any sound, over-all plan of world trade means
a lowering of tariff barriers. The silver bloc objects
because the plan does not provide silver money. Twenty-five Senators-14 Democrats and 11 Republicanssigned a letter of protest on that score in July.
Because of this opposition, the Bretton Woods
program becomes a test of Congressional ability and
sincerity in working out the U. S. share in a world
organization.

WORLD FINANCE AND
YOUR POCKET
Stitiiiiiiation of world currencies and the orderly
financing of international commerce are very abstruse and complicated subjects with a technical jargon

at Bretton Woods, N. H., in the summer of 1944 is
a matter of bread and butter for countless citizens
who wouldn't know a zloty from a xylophone and
think arbitrage is something that happens in a labor
dispute. But the success of that plan means to all
of us better jobs at better wages.
Without orderly financing of world trade, Americans will not be able to sell abroad. Perhaps as
many as 5,000,000 wage workers will be employed in
industries directly affected by a rising or expanding
foreign market. Farmers must also have an outlet
in foreign countries. Business men rely for a substantial part of their incomes on foreign trade.
We need not accept a purely economic interpretation of history to know that breakdowns in international commerce, exclusion of some countries from
economic opportunity and a scramble for self sufficiency and exploitation lead to war.
Of course, the Bretton Woods plan by itself is
not going to make a Utopia in this world. But it can
contribute a great deal to the general program of
peace, security and prosperity.
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AND THAT LEAVES IVI
IN OUR LAND WITHOU

WHAT IS PLAN
OF BRETTON WOODS?
The program essentially is designed to do internationally what is done within the country by our
own Federal system of control and stabilization of
currency. There are two parts to it-an International
Monetary Fund and an International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. The mere fact that
44 nations could agree on such things was a tremendous stride forward.
The main point, aside from the technical operations of the program, is that it is an international
effort to achieve the full production and full employment that all nations will seek after the war.
A full exchange of goods between peoples is an essential part, and the existence of international machinery is just as 'important as the existence of similar domestic machinery. Internal trade would be disrupted completely if it were burdened with half the
obstacles that existed to foreign trade between the
two world wars.

THE MONETARY
FUND
The operation of the fund can best be understood from an example. Norway will have particular
need of foreign trade for her reconstruction. She may
need particularly large quantities of materials from the
U. S., Mexico and Britain. Her balances in these
countries-sums accumulated by goods sold and shipping services-would not be adequate to finance her
purchases even if she used up all her gold too. She
would be forced to indulge in barter deals or get into
an exchange depreciation which would ruin her currency and lead to trade stagnation both at home apd
abroad. Instead of these highly unsatisfactory alternatives, Norway could sell her own currency at the
regular rate to the Monetary Fund. She could get
In only one year up to one-fourth of her previous contribution. In Norway's case this is one-fourth of
$50,000,000 or $12,500,000. Thus she could get, say,
$5,000,000 in dollars, an equal amount in pounds and-

The purpose of this fund, which will be $8.8 billions,
will be to prevent or to repair the dislocation of international exchange so that the nations of the world
can buy in world markets without engaging in the
competition of currency depreciation, exchange restrictions, import quotas, etc. The nations contribute
to the fund more or less in proportion to their ability,
and will have a vote roughly equivalent to their contribution. Thus the U. S. with about 28 per cent of the
votes will put up about 31 percent of the money. The
bigter countries have a little smaller vote in proportion to contribution; the little countries a larger vote.
The national quotas were set at the Bretton Woods
conference.

THE INTERNATIONAL
BANK
As its name implies, the bank is primarily designed to help finance the reconstruction and development of member, nations. It will perform these three
main operations:
I. Direct loans for production purposes, but only
up to the amount of the bank's unimpaired capital
and surplus. This ratio Is very conservative in banking, and seine experts advocated at the conference
that the bank be allowed to lend two or three times
as much.
2. Floating its own securities to acquire funds to
lend to governments or to back government-guaranteed loans.
3. Guarantees of loans made by governments in
the private money market.
The authorized capital of the bank would be $10
billions divided into shares of $100,000 each. It is 'expected that the bank will begin with about $9 billion
of which the chief stockholders would be:

tl
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U. S.

Million

1,300 "
Britain
1,200 "
Russia
800 "
China
450 "
France
leave private fiwill
operations
bank's
While the
nance with its former market, and is especially designed not to interfere with that market, the investor
will get a good deal of protection through the care
taken to insure that loans are for productive purposes.
While the mechanics of international finance are obscure, anyone who lost money in Peruvian or German
bonds between the two world wars will understand
the need for such protection. The International Bank
is limited to loans for specific reconstruction or development protects. Its low interest rates will leave
borrowing couVtries more money to spend on goods
and services and thus raise production and employment everywhere.

HOW DOES PROGRAM
BENEFIT,AMERICA?
The machinery set up at Bretton Woods makes
foreign trade easier; larger and more secure. Jobs
in American industry will be more plentiful as a
result. Farmers will get an expanded market. Transportation will benefit from increased traffic. There
is hope of doubling U. S. foreign trade over the prewar levels, and the share that will go to various
sections of the population can be seen from a breakdown of U. S. exports in 1940. All workers and pro-
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violates provisions of the agreement or misuses loans.
5. A research and information service, which is
designed to make available more information on
world economic conditions than have ever been put
together in one'place before.

PROTECTING
.THE BANK
The International Bank is surrounded with even
more safeguards against abuse, Besides the general
requirement that all loans must be used for specific
reconstruction or development purposes, the main protection consists of: ....
1. The approximately 25 per cent of votes that the
U. S. will have as a result of its investment of about
this amount in the stock.
2. A screening process for all loans, which consists first of an examination by the government of
the borrower, then by a local committee of the International Bank and finally by the bank's management.
3. A guarantee of each loan by the government
of the borrowing country or its central bank.
4. Specific provision that the International Bank
is satisfied that the borrower will be able to repay
and that the interest and repayment schedules are
reasonable.
5. The requirement that only 10 percent of the
subscription need be paid in the first year while
80 percent will be subject to call only to meet obligations of the bank. The practical effect of this
is that even if the bank's operations were most disasterous, the $3,175,000,000 of the U. S. share could
only be called over a period of years.

ISOLATIONISTS
AND SANTA CLAUS
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The isolationists will indulge in their usual fearful propaganda that the U. S. will have its eyeteeth
taken by the wily diplomats of the rest of the world.
This argument is based on a belief that virtually every
foreigner is a far shrewder fellow than any American.
It is a view that can be entertained with sincerity only
by people who have not met foreigners and are but little acquainted with Americans. There will also be the
line that the U. S. cannot play Santa Claus to the world.
While some observers have held that this argument
is directed by a sour minority against the celebration
of Christmas in the traditional style, there is another
school which sees the reasoning as influenced by the
failure of U. S. loans in World War I and after. Actually, the attempt to reconstruct the world failed not
so much because the U. S. was too big-hearted but
because there was inadequate machinery to safeguard
loans and stimulate trade.

TARIFF WALLS
MAY TOWER
The tariff lobby objects to the Bretton Woods plan
because it is a step toward what Aldrich desires, the,

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE
OUT IOBS

ducers in these categories will benefit from the
foreign trade which the Bretton Woods plan would
stimulate.

WHAT IS ALTERNATIVE
TO BRE'TTON WOODS?
One alternative to Bretton Woods is the kind of
International anarchy which led to the rise of fascism.
Another has been suggested by Aldrich. It amounts**
to a grant in aid to the British to stabilize the dollarpound rate and let the world take care of itself, on
the theory that Anglo-American stability will influence other countries favorably. Aldrich said:
"I propose instead, that the United States, the
United Kingdom and other members of the British
Commonwealth of Nations enter into immediate
conversations on such problems as tariff barriers,
Imperial preference, export subsidies, bulk purchaoing and regional currency arrangements."
Aldrich admits the sum needed for such a grant
would be large—others estimate it as high a 85 billion.
There is no indication that the British would consent
thus to be tied to us in as dollar-pound isolationism.
Other features of the Aldrich plan will alienate
the support which he might get from other opponents
of Bretton Woods. For these features are:
1."We can exercise constructive leadership not only
by- initiating and sponsoring the reduction of trade
barriers, but also by lifting from the international
economy the burden of inter-governmental war debts.'
This will be fought by the isolationists and the tarifi
lobby.
2. Repeal of the Johnson Act, which was passed is
1934 as a measure forbidding loans to nations whick
had defaulted on debts.
3."We must be willing to repeal all silver purchase
legislation." That at once alienates the silver bloc.
4. "The dollar must be free of all foreign exchange
controls. We must ultimately balance the Federai
budget and refinance the Federal floating debt."
These projects dear to the heart of old school
bankers are in themselves highly desirable. The only
question is the price that must be paid for them.
In the past, the bankers have been prepared to bid
a panic for them. The rest of the country does not
value them that highly.
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and agreed on a plan to chip in a tune(

WHAT SAFEGUARDS
DOES PLAN PROVIDE?
Both sections of the program were drawn up by
sober citizens of relatively conservative views, although perhaps not what a society exclusively composed of bankers might consider conservative. The
chief architects of the plan were Lord Keynes of
England, the one-time John Maynard Keynes who
has been regarded as one of the world's leading economists since World War I, and Harry D. White, Director of the U. S. Treasury's Monetary Research and
a veteran of international financial conferences. While
no human institution is so hedged about with safeguards as to be completely proof against abuse—it
would probably not work at all if it were—the Bretton
Woods program does have such a great measure of
protection that it has been criticized as not being
venturesome enough.
From .the standpoint of the U. S., the Monetary
Fund is guarded from misuse by several important provisions, chief of which are the following:
1. The provision against any nation borrowing
more than the total of its contribution 'or more
than 25% of this amount in any one year.
2. A provision that no member may change the
par value of it* currency by more than 10 percent
without permission of the Fund and must hold the
parity of its exchange within limits deemed reasonable by the Fund.
3. The voting control vested in the U. S. and
Britain—about 54 percent between them. Actually
the 28 per cent held by the U. S. would in practice
constitute a practical veto on undesirable proposals.
4. The right of the Fund to declare any member
Ineligible to use the resources of the Fund if it

elimination of tariff barriers and other restrictions on
world trade. As a link in the chain of events that
should stimulate U. S. exports to other countries. it
becomes a ,powerful argument for large U. S. imports.•
Bretton Woods, therefore, can count on opposition
from the pressure boys of the wool, interests, thee
sugar daddies (using the words literally), the farmers
who are willing to lose a market for the produce of
21,000,000 acres to save that for 2,900,000 acres (this
happened between 1928 and 1934) and the rest of the
tariff proponents.
That the Bretton Woods program_ will run into
difficulties in Congress was indicated bi the silver
bloc in the Senate on July 2, 1944. That day a group
of 24 Western Senators wrote a letter to President
Roosevelt, said to be endorsed by a 25th in a letter
of his own, demanding that silver be treated right in
any world monetary plan.
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00 Auxiliary Convention Pledges
Strong Fight on the Horne Front
CHICAGO (FP) Proud of
their success at pushing doorbells,
members of the Congress of CIO
Women's Auxiliaries at their
fourth annual convention here
November 20-23 pledged to continue to work in 1944 to prevent
runaway price increases, protect
women in industry and win a
lasting people's peace.
Ten national auxiliaries and
nine auxiliary state councils were
represented at the convention,
the largest and most representative the CIO women have every
had. Delegates re-elected by
unanimous acclaim President
Faye Stephenson and SecretaryTreasurer Eleanore Fowler.
JUST BEGINNING
The political action work of
CIO women this year "is just a
beginning," was the keynote of
the convention set in the officers'
report. "In the coming year we
must help to build up political
action among women still further
so that they can play their full
part in strengthening the hand of
President Roosevelt in bringing
about speedy and complete victory over the Axis, a lasting peace
and jobs and security for the people of America," it said.
Pledging to support the policies
of unconditional surrender and
International organization mapped
at the meetings of President
Roosevelt with leaders of the
United Nations, the convention
was warned by Congresswomanelect Emily Taft Douglas ED.,
Ill.) that women must begin to
work now in order to cement the
gains they made November? and
to elect Internationally minded
representatives in 1946.
FIGHT REACTION
"Yes, women had better mind
r own business," she said,
but what is their business? Government, legislation, world polities, you can't draw the line at
anything that Isn't woman's business. We women are in a way pioneers again. This is the first generation of women that ha. a
*hence to help shape a peace."
Most immediate business is defeat of the "equal rights" amendment which stands a chance of
being passed by the present lameduck Congress and would endanger protective legislation for
women workers, the CIO women
unanimously resolved. They pointed out that reactionary forces
have been trying for years "to
destroy the protective legislation
for women in industry In order to
maintain a cheap source of labor."
FAVOR DC VOTE
Auxiliary officers were directed
by the convention to conduct a

nationwide legislative and educational campaign on the need for
changing the Little Steel formula, stressing what the worker's
paycheck will buy as well as his
weekly take-home wages.
Besides mobilizing women to
support continuation of rationing
and price control, the CIO auxiliaries will also campaign for a
more adequate low-cost clothing
program from the WPB, the vote
for citizens of Washington, D. C.,
and will carry on their fight for
school lunches, child care projects and the President's Committee on Fair Employment Practice.
OPA SUPPORTED
OPA price controls must be
continued after the war to prevent runaway price increases,
Mrs. Hazel Kirk, chairman of the
OPA National Consumers Advisory Committee, told the convention, recalling that 18 months

after the armistice in World War
I food costs had gone up 25 per
cent, clothing 45 per cent and
home furnishings 43 pr cent.
The nine vice presidents elected are Mrs. Dorothy Keene, United Auto Workers Auxiliary; Mrs.
Mary Orlich, International Union
of Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers
Auxiliary; Mrs. Lucille Wenzel,
United Electrical Radio & Machine Workers Auxiliary; Mrs.
Agnes Doe, National Maritime
Union Auxiliary; Mrs. Verna Bell,
United Transport Service Employes Auxiliary; Mrs. Mary Vessey, United Farm Equipment Auxiliary; Mrs. Betty Hays, United
Federal Workers Auxiliary; Mrs.
Miriam Murphy, Transport Workers Union Auxiliary, and Mrs.
Wanda Brown, International
Woodworkers Auxiliary. An additional vice president will be
named from the ILWU Auxiliary.

'Yank' Tells GI's of ILWU
Pride in No-Strike Record
SAN FRANCISCO--Hitting the
high spots of San Francisco for
the GI's away from home, Yank,
weekly Army magazine, saved
some friendly words for the
ILWU in its November 5 issue.
Yank's reporter said: "The
longshoremen are proud of their
record of not having had a strike
since long before Pearl Harbor."
The practice of servicemen
making extra dough by helping
out along the waterfront when
there is a shortage of longshoremen was also mentioned. And,
pointed out the writer: "The regular union scale is paid."
NO HIGH WAGES
Observing that the "old deportation case against the West Coast
longshore leader, Augtralian-born
Harry Bridges,
in the
courts," the writer tidded: "But
that hasn't prevenidd his union
from opening negotiations for a
new wage contract with the Waterfront Employers Association."
The stories about the high
wages received by war workers
were exploded In the Yank article. "According to eredit man-

is stin

Walter Haas Bleittod
Head of S. P. War Chest
SAN FRANCISCO—Walter A.
Haas, civic leader and former
president of the San Francisco
Chamber of Conuslerce, was
elected president of the San
Francisco War Chest at the annual meeting December 6.
George Wilson, president of the
San Francisco CIO Council, was
elected to a three-year term on
the board of directors.

Yoneda LaudedAs Friend of
Oppressed in Japan, U. S.
SAN FRANCISCO—Heroic exploits of the American-Japanese
soldiers fighting in the ChinaBurma-India theater of war were
released recently by the CBI
roundup in a story written by
Staff Sergeant Edgar Laytha.
Recognizable in the story was
ILWU Local 10 member Karl Yoneda, described as "Karl, a labor
leader in San Francisco."
Laytha, in speaking of the unit
with which he trained, says:
"Karl, 38, was the oldest of us.
His name is a hallmark.
"It is beloved by many oppressed, exploited, humble and
starving fanners and workers in
Japan. It is feared and hated by
the Japanese police," says Laytha, pointing out that Yoneda organized a union in Japan, facing
prison and police blacklisting.
The span of Yoneda's activities
is retold by Laytha, who says
"The longshoremen of Los Angeles and San Francisco know
him, also the fishermen of Seattle
and Alaska.
"Back in his American ltorne!
land, he became a union QIan,zei
iko

and also ran for Assembly in San
Francisco."
After Pearl Harbor, Karl volunteered to fight for the U. S.
Army for a better world, Laytha
declared, so that "His son may
live in freedom."

Set Western Union
Election for Jan. I
WASHINGTON (Ft)—A coast
to coast election among 60,000
employees of the Western Union
Telegraph Company will be held
between January 2 and 10, 1945,
the NLRB said December 1.
Employees in each of the companies' 19,000 offices will vote
to determine whether they wish
to be represented by the AFL or
the American Communications
Association (CIO).
Approximately 80 polls will
have to be conducted in larger
cities, NLRB Elections Specialist
Russell Miller said, and in addition, mail ballots will be used by
sqme 15,090 employees in small
towns arid outlyi4 areas.

agers of department stores, whose
business is to know such things,
the average weekly pay check in
the shipyards is about $50—and
that's before deductions are made
for taxes and social security," the
GI declared.

ILWU Takes
Dock Case
To the WO
(Continued from Page 5.)
Include statewide election days,
and two hours without pay loss
for voting.
Provisions for the payment of
travel time both ways, and inclusion of sick leave provisions
were also urged by the union.
Cited as arguments for the inclusion of sick leave, were the
mortality rates, excessively high
In the longshoring industry, and
the hazardous nature of the
work.
Two reopening clauses were
asked by the union, one a wage
review clause after six months,
the other a reopening of the
wages within 60 days of the ending of the Little Steel formula.
Retroactivity to expiration of the
contract was another demand.
-Clarification of the preference
of employment phrase to extend
to preference of registration was
also argued by the union. Goldblatt declared that in the past
employers have refused to register certain men, and in such
cases preference of employment
is a hollow gesture. In the same
vein of discussion the union urged
a full no-discrimination clause.
Without these changes in the contract, It was noted that arbitration from port to port might
prove necessary in the future.
The preamble which proposes
industrial peace in return for employer guarantees of union security in the post-war was not
argued. The union took the position that the preamble was not
something to be bargained over.
The issue of subsistence pay
was not presented, the ILWU accepting the recent arbitration
award.

OPA Warns of Xmas
Lights Profiteering
WAS JUN GTON, (FP)—The
OPA warned Xmas tree decorators to watch the price they pay
for Xmas tree lighting sets. Explaining that retailers plan to
assemble sets from their own
wire, sockets, bulbs, etc., the OPA
said the price to consumers must
not be above the total price of
each of the parts.

A strong and convincing case
has been made before the War
Labor Board in support of our
various demands. This was possible because those demands were
practical and realistic and were
founded upon years of experience as to what this industry
needs to make it really click. Our
coastwide membership knows that
our demands are based upon stabilizing the industry and completely harnessing it to the allout war effort of the nation until
victory is won, and afterward
having a set-up that will be in
the best interests not only of
Pacific Coast longshoremen, but
also the industry itself and the
American people as a whole.
*

*

Clearance has finally been secured for the construction of
cafeterias for San Francisco
lonshoremen.
The successful conclusion of negotiations for these cafeterias represents in our opinion the largest single accomplishment of the
Maritime Board in the interest of
not only the longshoremen and
the industry generally, but a more
successful prosecution of the war.
The Maritime Board recently
returned from a trip to Pacific
Northwest ports.
Meetings were held in the
ports of Portland, Seattle and

Everett. One of the matters considered at the Seattle meeting was
establishment of a 10-cent differential for single winch drivers
In order to bring them on a
parity with the other winch drivers of the port.
The board, by unanimous vote,
recommended to the union and
employers that such a skill differential be established. We have
recently been informed the parties have adopted and made effective this board recommendation.
4.

4.

A survey by the Maritime
Board will shortly be started at
Mukilteo, Wash., in order to determine what steps can be taken
to improve operations there. The
problems of both the longshoremen and their employers will he
considered in connection with
that survey, after which such
changes, whether pertaining to
men or management, as seem indicated, will be recommended for
adoption.

Panel Chairman Is
Experienced Mediator
SAN FRANCISCO — Arthur
S. Meyer, currently acting as
chairman of the special tripartite WLB panel hearing the
coastwise longshore contract
case, also serves as chairman
of the New York Board of
Mediation.
"
Topping off a long career of
scholarship and community Interest, Meyer became an associate member of the National
War Labor Board in 1942 and
was appointed to the Second
Regional WLB less than a year
later. He has served as chairman in such famous cases as
the panel investigating the dispute between the four companies comprising `Tittle
Steel" and the Steel Workers
Organizing Committee, predecessor of the United Steel
Workers, in 1942.
In the Petrillo case between
the recording companies and
the American Federation of
Musicians, Meyer heard the
dispute as chairman of the
WLB investigating panel.
Born in New York, Meyer
early entered the real estate
business, serving at various
times as a director of the
Schulte Retail Stores Corporation, a member of the City Industrial Board of New York,
president of the Park-Lexington Co., Inc., and chairman
of the Milk Industry, Greater
NY, Westchester and Northern New Jersey.
He is a member of the Citizens for Victory and the Council for Democracy.

L. A. Chamber Gives
Dies Man a Job
WASHINGTON, (FP) — When'
the Los Angeles Chamber of

Commerce suddenly decided it
needed a good man and true for
its Washington branch office it
picked one John M. Costello.
This is the same Costello who
served with the unamerican Dies
committee and who was defeated
by the liberals in the California
The War Manpower Commis- Democratic primary. He would
sion found Jobs immediately for
1,132 of the 1,400 workers laid be jobless after January 3 and the
off as the result of a recent, Chamber. need a lawyer as general manager here.
cutback iu ,Clev,efarid.

4.

Your International Union is
presently discussing with Army
authorities in the port of San
Francisco the p r o position of
again supplying all of the longshoremen required for operations
at Benicia.

WLB Sees
Lawrence
Hoist Load
SAN FRANCISCO—Taking the
stand as first witness on the opening day, December 4, of the hearings on the coastwise longshore
contract, William S. Lawrence
put in a few plugs for the longshoremen.
Lawrence qualified himself by
listing 19 years as a longshoreman, working as carloader, dock
man, jitney driver, hold man.
winch driver, hatch tender, hatch
boss and walking boss. In the
union he has served as dispatcher,
vice-president and now International Executive Board member
as well as president of Local 13,
On Thursday, December 7,
when the War Labor Board panel
adjourned to tour the waterfront,
Lawrence took the witness stand
again, this time voluntarily.
In his best suit of clothes, Lawrence walked over to 'the winch
driver's platform and began
handling the winches.
"Are you a War Labor Board
member?" asked one of the workers on the job.
"No, I'm just the president of
the San Pedro Local," answered
Bill.
"Well then I'm sure you can do
the job," parried the longshoreman.
Lawrence took over as double
winch driver on a difficult winch
and hoisted in a load. Onlookers
agreed that Lawrence's winch
driving checked with the qualifications and experience read into
the War Labor Board record.

Australian Paper Fires
Pro-Labor Artist
SYDNEY (ALN)—The Daily
Telegraph this week fired artist
George Finey for refusing to
draw a cartoon slandering the
coal miners, in an action paralleling its dismissal earlier this
month of cartoonist Will
Mahoney.
Finey, a leading painter and
caricaturist, Illustrates the Sydney edition of Time magazine,
which is published by the Telegraph, and has paintings hanging
in the National Gallery.
For the first time in the history of Australian journalism an
important national daily is unable to find a cartoonist to misrepresent labor. The Standard,
official organ of the Labor party,
comments that "Finey's dismissal
will help to focus public attention on the present campaign
against trade unions.,
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CIO Auxiliary Convention Pledges
Strong Fight on the Home Front
CHICAGO (FP) —Proud of
their success at pushing doorbells,
members of the Congress of CIO
Women's Auxiliaries at their
fourth annual convention here
November 20-23 pledged to continue to work in 1944 to prevent
runaway price increases, protect
women in industry and win a
lasting people's peace.
Ten national auxiliaries and
nine auxiliary state councils were
represented at the convention,
the largest and most representative the Cm women have every
had. Delegates re-elected by
unanimous acclaim President
Faye Stephenson and SecretaryTreasurer Eleanore Fowler.
JUST BEGINNING
The political action work of
CIO women this year "is just a
beginning," was the keynote of
the convention set in the officers'
report. "In the coming year we
must help to build up political
action among women still further
so that they can play their full
part in strengthening the hand of
President Roosevelt in bringing
about speedy and complete victory over the Axis, a lasting peace
and lobs and security for the people of America," it said.
Pledging to support the policies
of unconditional surrender and
International organization mapped
at the meetings of President
Roosevelt with leaders of the
United Nations, the convention
was warned by Congresswomanelect Emily Taft Douglas (D.,
III) that women must begin to
work now in order to cement the
gains they made November 7 and
to elect internationally minded
representatives in 1946.
FIGHT REACTION
"Yes, women had better mind
eir own business," she said,
but what is their business? Government, legislation, world pollthui, you can't draw the line at
anything that isn't woman's business. We women are in a way pioneers again. This is the first generation of women that has a
'hence to help shape a peace."
Most immediate business is defeat of the "equal rights" amendment which stands a chance of
being passed by the present lameduck Congress and would endanger protective legislation for
women workers, the CIO women
unanimously resolved. They pointed out that reactionary forces
have been trying for years "to
destroy the protective legislation
for women in industry in order to
maintain a cheap source of labor."
FAVOR DC VOTE
Auxiliary officers were directed
by the convention to conduct a

y

nationwide legislative and educational campaign on the need for
changing the Little Steel formula, stressing what the worker's
paycheck will buy as well as his
weekly take-home wages.
Besides mobilizing women to
support continuation of rationing
and price control, the CIO auxiliaries will also campaign for a
more adequate low-cost clothing
program from the WPB, the vote
for citizens of Washington, D. C.,
and will carry on their fight for
school lunches, child care projects and the President's Committee on Fair Employment Practice.
OPA SUPPORTED
OPA price controls must be
continued after the war to prevent runaway price increases,
Mrs. Hazel Kirk, chairman of the
OPA National Consumers Advisory Committee, told the convention, recalling that 18 months

'Yank' Tells GI's of ILWU
Pride in No-Strike Record
SAN RANCISCO—Hitting the
high spots of San Francisco for
the GI's away from home, Yank,
weekly Army magazine, saved
some friendly words for the
ILWU in its November 5 issue.
Yank's reporter said: "The
longshoremen are proud of their
record of not having had a strike
since long before Pearl Harbor."
The practice of servicemen
making extra dough by helping
out along the waterfront when
there is a shortage of longshoremen was also mentioned. And,
pointed out the writer: "The regular union scale is paid."
NO HIGH WAGES
Observing that the "old deportation case against the West Coast
longshore leader, Aucitrallan-born
Harry Bridges, is till in the
courts," the writer added: "But
that hasn't prevented his union
from opening negotiations for a
new wage contract with the Waterfront Employers Association."
The stories about the high
wages received by war workers
were exploded he the Yank article, "According to eredit man-

Walter Haas fleeted
Head of S. P. War Chest
SAN FRANCISCO—Walter A.
Haas, civic leader and former
president of the San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce, was
elected president of the San
Francisco War Chest at the annual meeting December 6.
George Wilson, president of the
San Francisco CTO Council, was
elected to a three-year term on
the board of directors.

YonedaLaudedAs Friend of
Oppressed in Japan, U. S.
SAN FRANCISCO—Heroic exploits of the American-Japanese
soldiers fighting in the ChinaBurma-India theater of war were
released recently by the CBI
roundup in a story written by
Staff Sergeant Edgar Laytha.
Recognizable in the story was
ILWU Local 10 member Karl Yoneda, described as "Karl, a labor
leader in San Francisco."
Laytha, in speaking of the unit
with which he trained, says:
"Karl, 38, was the oldest of us.
His name is a hallmark.
'It is beloved by many oppressed, exploited, humble and
starving farmers and workers in
Japan. It Is feared and hated by
the Japanese police," says Laytha, pointing out that Yoneda or.
ganized a union in Japan, facing
prison and police blacklisting.
The span of Yoneda's activities
is retold by Layne, who says:
"The longshoremen of Los Angeles and San Francisco know
him, also the fishermen of Seattle
and Alaska.
"Back in his American homeland, he became a union Qrganizer
3,1

after the armistice in World War
I food costs had gone up 25 per
cent, clothing 45 per cent and
home furnishings 43 pbr cent.
The nine vice presidents elected are Mrs. Dorothy Keene, United Auto Workers Auxiliary; Mrs.
Mary Orlich, International Union
of Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers
Auxiliary; Mrs. Lucille Wenzel,
United Electrical Radio & Machine Workers Auxiliary; Mrs.
Agnes Doe, National Maritime
Union Auxiliary; Mrs. Verna Bell,
United Transport Service Employes Auxiliary; Mrs. Mary Vessey, United Farm Equipment Auxiliary; Mrs. Betty Hays, United
Federal Workers Auxiliary; Mrs.
Miriam Murphy, Transport Workers Union Auxiliary, and Mrs.
Wanda Brown, International
Woodworkers Auxiliary. An additional vice president will be
named from the ILWU Auxiliary.

and also ran for Assembly in San
Francisco."
After Pearl Harbor, Karl volunteered to fight for the U. S.
Army for a better world, Laytha
declared, so that "His son may
live in freedom."

Set Western Union
Election for Jan. 1
WASHINGTON (F).-.-A coast
to coast election among 60,000
employees of the Western Union
Telegraph Company will be held
between January 2 and 10, 1945,
the NLRB said December 1.
Employees In each of the coinpanics' 19,000 offices will vote
to determine whether they wish
to be represented by the AFL or
the American Communications
Association (CIO).
Approximately 80 polls will
have to be conducted in larger
cities, NLRB Elections Specialist
Russell Miller said, and in addition, mail ballots will be used by
mime 15,000 employees in small
towns
,
, and outlying areas.

agers of department stores, whose
business is to know such things,
the average weekly pay check in
the shipyards is about $50—and
that's before deductions are made
for taxes and social security," the
GI declared.

ILWU Takes
Dock Case
To the WLB
(Continued from Page 5.)
include statewide election days,
and two hours without pay loss
for voting.
Provisions for the payment of
travel time both ways, and inclusion of sick leave provisions
were also urged by the union.
Cited as arguments for the inclusion of sick leave, were the
mortality rates, excessively high
in the longshoring industry, and
the hazardous nature of the
work.
Two reopening clauses were
asked by the union, one a wage
review clause after six months,
the other a reopening of the
wages within 60 days of the ending of the Little Steel formula.
Retroactivity to expiration of the
contract was another demand.
-Clarification of the preference
of employment phrase to extend
to preference of registration was
also argued by the union. Goldblatt declared that in the past
employers have refused to register certain men, and in such
cases preference of employment
Is a hollow gesture. In the same
vein of discussion the union urged
a full no-discrimination clause.
Without these changes in the contract, it was noted that arbitration from port to port might
prove necessary in the future.
The preamble which proposes
industrial peace in return for employer guarantees of union security in the post-war was not
argued. The union took the position that the preamble was not
something to be bargained over.
The issue of subsistence pay
was not presented, the ILWU accepting the recent arbitration
award.

OPA Warns of Xmas
Lights Profiteering
WASH IN GTON, (FP)—The
OPA warned Xmas tree decorators to watch the price they pay
for Xmas tree lighting sets. Explaining that retailers plan to
assemble sets from their own
wire, sockets, bulbs, etc., the OPA
said the price to consumers must
not be above the total price of
each of the parts.
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A strong and convincing case
has been made before the War
Labor Board in support of our
various demands. This was possible because those demands were
practical and realistic and were
founded upon years of experience as to what this industry
needs to make it really click. Our
coastwide membership knows that
our demands are based upon stabilizing the industry and completely harnessing it to the allout war effort of the nation until
victory is won, and afterward
having a set-up that will be in
the best interests not only of
Pacific Coast longshoremen, but
also the industry itself and the
American people as a whole.
*
*
*
Clearance has finally been secured for the construction of
cafeterias for San Francisco
lonshoremen.
The successful conclusion of negotiations for these cafeterias represents in our opinion the largest single accomplishment of the
Maritime Board in the interest of
not only the longshoremen and
the industry generally, but a more
successful prosecution of the war.
The Maritime Board recently
returned from a trip to Pacific
Northwest ports.
Meetings were held in the
ports of Portland, Seattle and

Panel Chairman Is
Experienced Mediator
SAN FRANCISCO — Arthur
S. Meyer, currently acting as
chairman of the special tripartite WLB panel hearing the
coastwise longshore contract
case, also serves as chairman
of the New York Board of
Mediation.
Topping off a long career of
scholarship and community interest, Meyer became an associate member of the National
War Labor Board in 1942 and
was appointed to the Second
Regional WLB less than a year
later. He has served as chairman in such famous cases as
the panel investigating the dispute between the four companies comprising "Little
Steel" and the Steel Workers
Organizing Committee, predecessor of the United Steel
Workers, in 1942.
In the Petrillo case between
the recording companies and
the American Federation of
Musicians, Meyer heard the
dispute as chairman of the
WLB investigating panel.
Born in New York, Meyer
early entered the real estate
business, serving at various
times as a director of the
Schulte Retail Stores Corporation, a member of the City Industrial Board of New York,
president of the Park-Lexingkm Co., Inc., and chairman
of the Milk Industry, Greater
NY, Westchester and Northern New Jersey.
He is a member of the Citizens for Victory and the Council for Democracy.

L. A. Chamber Gives
Dies Man a Job
WASHINGTON, (FP) — When.
the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce suddenly decided it
needed a good man and true for
its Washington branch office it

picked one John M. Costello.
This is the same Costello who
served with the unamerican Dies
committee and who was defeated
by the liberals in the California
The War Manpower Commis- Democratic primary. He would
sion found jobs immediately for
1,132 of the 1,400 workers laid be jobless after January 3 and the
off as the result of a recent, Chamber, need a lawyer as general manager here.
cutback in Cleveland.

ey Cole Jackman
and Henry Schmidt

Everett. One of the matters considered at the Seattle meeting was
establishment of a 10-cent differential for single winch drivers
in order to bring them on a
parity with the other winch drivers of the port.
The board, by unanimous vote,
recommended to the union and
employers that such a skill differential be established. We have
recently been informed the parties have adopted and made effective this board recommendation.
* * *
A survey by the Maritime
Board will shortly be started at
Mukilteo, Wash., in order to determine what steps can be taken
to improve operations there. The
problems of both the longshoremen and their employers will he
considered in connection with
that survey, after which such
changes, whether pertaining to
men or management, as seem indicated, will be recommended for
adoption.
Your International Union is
presently discussing with Army
authorities in the port of San
Francisco the p r o position of
again supplying all of the longshoremen required for operations
at Benicia.

WO Sees
Lawrence
Hoist Load
SAN FRANCISCO--Taking the
stand as first witness on the opening day, December 4, of the hearings on the coastwise longshore
contract, William S. Lawrence
put in a few plugs for the longshoremen.
Lawrence qualified himself by
listing 19 years as a longshoreman, working as carloader, dock
man, jitney driver, hold man,
winch driver, batch tender, hatch
boss and walking boss. In the
union he has served as dispatcher,
vice-president and now International Executive Board member
as well as president of Local 13.
On Thursday, December 7,
when the War Labor Board panel
adjourned to tour the waterfront,
Lawrence took the witness stand
again, this time voluntarily.
In his best suit of clothes, Lawrence walked over to the winch
driver's platform and began
handling the winches.
"Are you a War Labor Board
member?" asked one of the workers on the job.
"No, I'm just, the president of
the San Pedro Local," answered
Bill.
"Well then I'm sure you can do
the job," parried the longshoreman.
Lawrence took over as double
winch driver on a difficult winch
and hoisted in a load. Onlookers
agreed that Lawrence's winch
driving checked with the qualifications and experience read into
the War Labor Board record.

Australian Paper Fires
Pro-Labor Artist
SYDNEY (ALN)--The Daily
Telegraph this week fired artist
George Finey for refusing to
draw a cartoon slandering the
coal miners, in an action paralleling its dismissal earlier this
month of cartoonist Will
Mahoney.
Finey, a leading painter and
caricaturist, illustrates the Sydney edition of Time magazine,
which is published by the Telegraph, and has paintings hanging
in the National Gallery.
For the first time in the history of Australian journalism an
important national daily is unable to find a cartoonist to misrepresent labor. The Standard,
official organ of the Labor party,
comments that "Finey's dismissal
will help to focus public attention on the present campaign
against trade unions., ,
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Pay Hike As
Agreed On 5 Day Sick Leave Approve
Drive Plans
Equality Step
SAN FRANCISCO—P o s twar industrial peace for Local
6 and its employers was one
step closer this week through
signing of the new key contract here.
Both sides saw the contract's no-strike, no-lockout
clause as an indication of
agreement on the "statement
of principles" now under discussion which will pledge
them to work together after
the war in their mutual interests for full employment.
The union's no-strike pledge
extends to joining in sympathy strikes by other unions except where such unions' "right
to organize peacefully has
been interfered with by the
employer, or unless it has been
denied the means of peaceful
settlement of its dispute."
(See President Richard Lynden's column on Page 14.)

SAN FRANCISCO — A high
note in cooperative employerunion negotiations was reached
with inclusion of the sick leave
clause in the new master contract.
Sick leave, under present War
Labor Board policies is only
granted when agreed upon by
both parties. The clause, therefore, constitutes a concession
granted by the Association apart
from what might be obtained
from WLB directives.
FIVE DAYS A YEAR
The contract clause provides
as follows:
"Effective the date of signing
this agreement, every employee
covered by this agreement who
has been continuously employed
by his employer for a period of
at least one year shall thereafter
be entitled to five days (40
straight time hours) sick leave
with pay per year.
"A doctor's certificate or
other reasonable proof of illness
may be required by the emplayer. Such sick leave with pay
shall be applicable only in cases
of bona fide illness or accident
and shall be paid in the following manner:
"First work day's absence: No
pay.
"Second and third consecutive

work days' absences: One-half
pay each day.
"Succeeding work days' absences: Full pay until sick benefit allowance is used up."
The sick benefit clause of the
new master contract will bring
sick allowances for the first time
to most of the 4,500 San Francisco and Oakland Local 6 members covered by the contract.
The sick benefit allowance, by
Its nature, is the only feature of
the new master contract which
is not retroactive to June 1. With
approval of the War Labor Board
its provisions will become effective Immediately.

SAN FRANCISCO—Report on
SAN FRANCISCO — Prospects
the organizing drive in the Bay
of a five-cent increase in wages
Area and plans for its continuand approximately $60 in back
ance, including an expenditure
pay looked pretty good today to
of $15,000, was approved by the
Local 6 women under the new
San Francisco membership in its
master contract.
December general membership
meeting.
General reaction to the prosJoe Lynch, in charge of the
pective increase, which is subject
drive, noted that the warehouse
to War Labor Board approval,
industry has expanded here, that
stressed that it was a step toward
for the first time in Local 6 hiselimination of the arbitrary diftory, there are twice as many
ferential long overdue.
warehousemen outside the union
Kathryn Young, stewardess at
as in it, and that the military
McKesson and Robbins thought
bases which have developed in
It "was fine end about time—
the area as a result of the war
particularly with the rise in the
exemplify the type of warehouse
cost of living."
which will flourish after the war's
COST OF LIVING
end.
"In the last six months," she
INDUSTRY MECHANIZED
observed, "there has been a ter"In the future, mechanized
rifle rise in the cost of living,
equipment will do much of the
There has been 0 great a difwork formerly done by manual
ferential betweenmen's and
n Women realharii The
SAN FRANCISCO — Workers labor," he predicted. "If we fail
women's wages.
some houses, Maxie Thall Dies
are protected against discrimi- to organize we will be faced with
1y work hard.
r and put out
they work
nation of any kind by their em- a large group of trained and
Of Heart Attack
ployers because of their race, unorganized warehouse workers
more work than the men."
SAN FRANCISCO — Maxie
color, religion or national origin who will be a threat to the se"You know how everybody
by provision of the new master curity of the union."
feels," said Florence Fonseca. Thall, Western Sugar employee,
Outlining some of the gains
contract.
"Pretty good. It should have died of heart attack last ThursThe old contract contained which Local 6 can make for civil
come a long time ago. I've never day, December 7. He was buried
only a clause prohibiting dis- service workers, he pointed out
worked on a man's job. I've just
crimination based on union ac- that although we can not sign a
worked as hard as a man, but Saturday at Cypress Lawn cemetery.
contract for them, we can do
tivities.
never got paid for it."
The fight against discrimina- much to improve conditions and
"TFAVNW
afr..
MT:4M
Several women commented on
;
•
"•
tion has been an important wages.
the fact that Many wives are now
He gave as an example the
phase of Local 6's 10-year his..; ,r42itgkiassamgc44ifiume
,
,
,
'4:
,
atatavaz
,
to../41
42asaur
their
while
families
supporting
Corps, where the union
Marine
the
old
contract
tory.
Although
husbands are in the armed
contained a memorandum of recently was successful in preservice.
agreement between the parties venting a contemplated 16 cents
WOMEN SUPPORT FAMILIES
agreeing to "investigate" cases an hour wage decrease for the
Mary Doolittle from Schenley's
of race discrimination, this is workers there.
believed that these men in servthe first time that the master ORGANIZERS NEEDED
ice will indirectly benefit from
contract itself has contained the
It was estimated that approxithe increase since it will add to
anti-discrimination clause.
mately 50 volunteer organizers as
the support of their wives and
a minimum will be needed to
families.
make the drive a success.
In Western Sugar, an independ"Even 100 volunteer organizers
probably
will
which
ent house
not be sufficient to make
will
accept master contract conditions,
a success," Lynch emdrive
the
—
With
declaration
OAKLAND
Isabelle Mayo on a man's job
of an extra dividend by the Board phasized, however, "unless the
said:
of Directors of Colgate's Palm- whole of the rank and file is be"Women should have received
olive Pete Company last week, hind it."
the increase a long time ago. The
President Richard Lynden statthe company decided to declare a
difference in the two jobs' pay
that "we will use our victories
too.
ed
its
bonus
for
employes,
nowadays
Is too great and women
The approximately 350 Local 6 in the elections as a springboard
have higher expenses—many of
men and women at Colgate's will to go forward and do the present
them are supporting families
receive a week's pay as a result job of organizing."
with their husbands in service."
He pointed out that in the
of the board's action.
REMEDY OTHER INEQUALITY
Manager Charles Wood indi- three West Coast states, through
Utelia Oliver on a woman's job,
cated that the company's in- political action work, there are
also working part time on a man's
creased profits were due in part now 35 congressmen and senators
Local 6 Business Agent Mabel Keesling to the conscientious work of its who can be expected to work for
job, stated that there was not
much difference In the two jobs
congratulates Dwight C. Steele of the San employes and hoped that more an expanding economy on the
and that she was glad to see the Francisco Distributors Association on recognizing the need for de- companies would follow Colgate's Pacific Coast—to assure jobs for
Increase coming through.
all.
example.
creasing the differential between men and women's wages.
Juanita Bleasdalet "We're all
very thrilled about it. Though
we're somewhat perturbed about
the extra dues. But we hope we
get it soon."
Lucille Dinnulne: "The fivecent increase will mean a lot to
us. The difference is still too
SAN FRANCISCO — Indigna- fumed Pete Sarris. "Maintaining of there so they could be free, occupation."
great though. But we may have
He felt that the British people
a chance to remedy that at some tion and shocked surprise was peace and order is one thing, not to have their government dicfuture date. Wish we could get voiced by the rank and file ware- but backing up one side of a dis- tated to them by the English," did not condone the strafing.
"The example cited in the
the back pay for Christmas."
housemen at the news of the pute with guns against another said Adolph Lieppi.
Hugh McIntyre remarked that newspapers of a British paraBusiness Agent Mabel Keesling British strafing of the ELAS in side is an entirely different
the statement of the U. S. State chutist carrying a young girl
called the five-cent increase the Greece, a spot survey of opinions thing."
Department indicated a whole- wounded in Athens out of the
PRAISED
POLICY
AMERICAN
this
week.
showed
Initial step in the elimination of
"The American policy of some change in national foreign street, with tears streaming down
Approval of the "hands off"
an arbitrary differential.
his eyes exemplifies the attitude
"It is based on a sex rather stand of the American State De- 'hands off' is correct," stated policy.
of the British people, even the
reminded
The
action
English
people
the
"Let
Pappas.
John
also
was
partment
indicated.
comshe
than a Job differential,"
"After all the talk about free- choose what they wept. And the Mary Helms of the statement soldiers," he said.
mented. "A comparison of the
"It s very unfortunate," said
when he emjob content in many instances, dom, I was indignant and sur- guerrillas who stayed and fought made by Mussolini conquest of Mack Posey, "that the people reIndicates that many women are prised to read of the English ac- are more entitled to rule than barked on the
that he would liberate sponsible in Britain for the sueworking Just as hard or harder tion," said Thelma Lewis. "We're those who ran away and formed Ethiopia
even if he had to cessful conduct of the war seem
the
Ethiopians
exile."
in
government
the
not
those
freeing
concountries,
than men."
to have completely forgotten that
Emanuel Tonna, who described kill them all to do it.
quering them.'
Carl Spitz, Austrian trade the Allied armies, are armies of
himself as an American citizen,
FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM
Ring Lost
"I think the English should from the Island of Malta, an Eng- unionist, felt that we ought to liberation. They are fighting in
SAN FRANCISCO—A silver keep their hands off the Greek lish possession, also agreed with put some more teeth in Stettin- conformity with the Atlantic
ring with blue stone was lost last
Charter and the agreements of
uis' statement.
situation and let them choose the America" attitude.
Monday in the union hall at 519 their own form of government,"
"British action," he said, "is Teheran which in no event per"The British and Americans
Mission Street. Reward offered.
said Oscar Furtado. "That's are fighting for freedom of gov- absolutely contrary to every mit these armies to be used to
See women's dispatcher at the
what we are fighting for—the ernment," he pointed out.. As I agreement the Allies have ever support a fascist government—
hall.
right of people to form their own understand it, that means the made, particularly the Atlantic such as it appears the British are
kind of government. The British people choose the kind of gov- Charter. This imperialistic poi- doing in Greece.
"It is to be hoped that our
ernment they want. I ,don't think icy will get us in lots of trouble
have no right to dictate this."
Oakland Meeting
English should go in there and with the Europeans if we allow State Department will stand firm
extracGreek
of
members
Two
OAKLAND—The December
in its statement of carrying
tion echoed the same sentiment. try to interfere. Not only in it to continue," he prophesied.
membership meeting will be
"The people of Europe are ex- out these principles and to al"We wouldn't like it if the Greece, but all over Europe, that
held tonight, Friday, Decempecting the Allies to be libera- low the peoples of liberated EuEnglish came over here and told should apply."
ber 15, instead of December
They will not like it if rope to choose their own govOF
tors.
MUSSOLINI
REMINDER
Demhave
could
we
whether
us
14 as regularly scheduled.
"They threw the Germans out they turn out to be armies of ernment."
ocrats or Republicans in office,"

Master Pact
Prohibits All
Favoritism

Colgates Declares
Workers Dividend

Women Gain

Warehousemen Blast British Strafing of Greeks,
State: 'We're Freeing Europe Not Conquering If
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In Service
Lt. Tepper Credits Local 6
With Aid to Battlefront
SAN FRANCISCO — Shavetail
Second Lieutenant Rubin Tepper
visited his warehouse haunts here
last week and told Local 6 members at the December general
meeting: "It's people like you in
the union, getting the supplies
over there, who are making military victories possible."
Tepper, who turned in his tech
sergeant stripes for gold bars, is
now assigned to a B-29 bombardment echelon "deep in" Dalhart,
Texas. He expects to be sent overseas shortly after concluding an
eleven day leave in San Francisco.
A Local 6 member since 1939,
he entered the Army in December of 1942 as a buck private,
worked his way up to technical
sergeant. In July Tepper went to
Officers Training School in San
Antonio.
As a union member, Tepper
worked at Gallen Kamps, Wool-

Homecoming

Staff Sergeant Ed Lunardelli gets back his
black book from Anita Franco after receiving a discharge from the army in the beginning of his fifth year
in service.

'Canal Veteran Lunardelli
Awaits Warehouse Job
SAN FRANCISCO—Staff Sergeant Ed Lunardelli, back from
Guadalcanal and the Fiji Islands,
earned a discharge this month
after four years in the service and
eight months in the hospital.
Lunardelli survived a hell-fire
encounter with the Japanese on
the 'Canal in which half his company went down, but was accidentally wounded in the Fiji Islands.
One of the original organizers
of the local, Lunardelli was formerly employed at Columbia
Steel. He expects to return to the
warehouse industry now.
EARNED SILVER STAR
Ile returns with an infantry
combat badge, a silver 81 ar for
reorganizing and commanding his

company in the Guadalcanal encounter. Other decorations include a marine citation, and ribbons for pre-Pearl Harbor duty
and foreign duty in the Asiatic
campaign.
Lunardelli was rifle squad sergeant in the four-day battle which
won him the silver star.
"Some 180 men were facing
about a thousand Japanese advancing over a ridge," he relates,
"The Japanese opened fire and
before we had a chance to dig
In, half the company and most
of the officers were killed."
Lunardelli then took over command and the company dug in
until reinforcements arrived and
went over the ridge for the final
push for the island.

Scout Director invites Local 6
Members to Sponsor Scout Units
OAKLAND—Request for union the Oakland executive board
members to sponsor scout units meeting last week.
was made of Local 6 by Walter
Coffin pointed out that the
Coffin, field scout executive, at union should avail itself of this
opportunity to bring its prineiples
and point of view to these youth
grou ps.
Scout sponsors are required as
policy-making bodies for the scout
units. Their duties include such
activities as holding monthly committee meetings to review scout
policy, providing meeting places
OAKLAND—A National War for the units, planning for a one
Labor Board decision in the ease week a year outing for the scouts,
of the Blue Bird Potato Chip and giving financial supervision
Company last week awarded 10 to the group.
and 15 per cent night and graveAt least five members, devoting
yard shift differentials retroactive a few.̀tights a week to the proto June 1, 1943, to 50 Local 6 gram, are required for each scout
members employed there.
group.
The union is already giving fiThe award also granted six paid
holidays a year and vacations of nancial support to Girl and Boy
one week after one year and two Scouts through its donation to
weeks after five years of service. the CIO War Relief.
Members interested in being
Previously, Blue Bird employes
received no holidays and vaca- scout sponsors were asked to
leave their names and addresses
tions of only one week.
FORMER WORKERS INCLUDED at the union hall at 158 Grand
A joint letter from the com- avenue.
pany and union has been prepared
for all former employes entitled
Duplicate Dispatch
to the .back pay under the diSlips
Given Women
rective, advising them of the
SAN FRANCISCO — All
money coming to them.
workers diipatched from the
All members employed by Blue
women's dispatching hall at
Bird since June 1, 1943, are urged
519 Mission Street are given
to communicate immediately
duplicate dispatch slips—one
either with the union or the comfor the employer and one for
pany to pick up such money.
the steward.
The National War Labor Board
"All members should report
decision was made on appeal by
to the steward on the job,"
the company from a Regional War
Patsy Monaghan, dispatcher,
Labor Board directive issued sevannounced.
eral months ago.

WLB Grants
Shift Pay to
Blue Bird

w DisroxrcH Km

worths and other houses. He was
chairman of the sports council in
'41 and '42, an executive board
member and one of the original
organizers of the Local 6 drama
group.
Tepper expressed enthusiastic
approval of the "no-strike" principles advanced by Local 6.
"If this principle is universally
adopted," he predicted, "it will
be the basis after the war of the
fullest utilization of American in-

SUNNYVALE — A life-saving
Christmas gift is on its way today to men overseas from the
members and superintendent of
the Sunnyvale plant of the California Packing Corporation.
After all his employees had
asked for time off to go to the
blood bank in San Jose, Superintendent Herman Hoc n closed
down the plant and they all went
— he too.

Upjohns Honored
With Army-Navy "E"
S A N FRANCISCO — Employees at Upjohn's received
Army-Navy "E" pins "for skill,
Industry and devotion on the
production front of the greatest war in history," last Tuesday, December 5.
Although the flag award and
presentation ceremonici took
place at Upjohn's KaLlmazoo
plant, all San Franci: co employees received the pills with
cards signed by James V. Forrestal, Navy secretary. and
Robert P. Patterson, undersecretary of war.

Oakland To Show
Blood Plasma Film
OAKLAND—"Bring 'Em Back
Alive," a Red Cross movie made
from cuts taken by the signal
corps in the Pacific area and
Italy and showing the life-savings
miracles of blood plasma, will be
shown at the December membership meeting of this unit.
The meeting date has been
moved forward one day due to
Inability to obtain the Oakland
auditorium on the regularly
scheduled night.
It will be held Friday, December 15, instead of Thursday, December 14.
JANIC WILL SPEAK
Appearing with the film will
be K. 0. Janie, marine and local
former. boxer. He will tell of his
experiences in the marines and
of his part in saving the lives
of several of his, comrades. Janie
gives credit for the ultimate saving of their lives to the blood
plasma.
The picture contains a description of a trip through a blood
center, the blood giving operation, and some actual incidents in
battle where blood plasma turned
the tide for critically wounded
men and made it possible to
"bring them back alive."

Vacation
Gains Won
For Members
SAN FRANCISCO — Two improvements were made in the
vacation clause of the master
contract for members covered.
The vacation week is extended
from 40 to 48 hours a week to
correspond with the work week,
retroactive to June _1, 1944.
Employees, however, who left
their employment after earning
their vacation will be entitled to
the extra day's vacation allowance only if they left subsequent
to July 1, 1944, since the old contract provided that employees
must be on the job from July 1
to July 1 in order to earn the
vacation.
The n e w contract, however,
provides that a year's service be
measured from the date of employment rather than from the
first July 1 of employment.
Under the old contract, an employee who came to work in August of any year would have to
work for a year from the following July 1, or 23 months before
being eligible for a week's vacatio. Fifteen hundred hours in a
year's service will now make employees eligible for vacations.

ft-

LT. RUBIN TEPPER
dustry, promising jobs and security to all."
SEES INDUSTRIAL PEACE
He foresaw signing of the master contract with the San Francisco Distributors as an indication
of the type of peaceful industrial
relations which will characterize
negotiations in the post-war.
Tepper, while still in San Bernardino, was chosen from the
base to be one of six contestants
on Kay Kyser's "college of musical knowledge." He won first
prize of $50 and a carton of Lucklea (no more left).
Most encouraging home front
development, said Tepper, was
the growth of Local 6 in membership and community prestige,
through participation in the national elections.
,
.•

Grant Right to
Post Notices
OAKLAND — Union request
for the privilege of posting notices on its bulletin board at
Paraffine Company without previous censorship by the company was granted in a dispute
settled by the Regional -War Labor Board last week.
Also granted by the board were
5 and 10 per cent shift differentials and provision for six holidays a year.
The company Is appealing the
regional board's decision on all
three questions to the National
War Labor Board. The union is
also appealing the shift rates,
asking for 10 and 15 per cent differentials to provide uniformity
with the practice in the industry
In this area.

lt was a gay reunion for the servicemen's welfare committee when former member.
Tony Ballestreri, now a serviceman himself droppped in to town. Left to right Dominic
Gallo, Chief Bos'n's Mate Ballestreri and chairman of the committee, Jim Barrett.

Reunion
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Independent
House Pact
Talks Begin

The President's Corner

Master Contract Sets New Pattern
For Postwar Industrial Relations
By Richard Lynden
Our master contract, now
signed, sets a new pattern for
industrial relations in the distribution field, which is a challenge
to all sections of American labor
and management who are giving
thought to the post-war world.
It is based upon a mutual determination on the part of our
employers and ourselves "to
work together to win the war
quickly and serve the best interests of our community and nation in the post-war era." It represents a desire to extend the
common purpose we have discovered in working together during
the war into the period beyond
the war's end, so that there shall
be no artificial barriers suet as
strikes or lockouts to the expansion of industry and the full employment of our people in the
post-war world.
Alt
There are other unions, and
other employers, we are well
aware, who do not have this approach to the future.
These are the people who gleefully anticipate the end of the
war so they can return to the
"proper" business of savagely
fighting each other, regardless
of the national interest.
IT'S OUR WAR
On one side, such employers
are waiting with a burning patience to break these "arrogant"
unions. On the other side, there
are unions whose leaders are already brandishing the sword
which they say will bring these
"profit - bloated capitalists" to

their knees. Both groups, it is
clear in any case, are planning
for bigger depressions than ever
before—and bigger battles.
Our course and our conclusions differ from this because we
started from a different premise.
We said, first, this war is a war
to exterminate fascism and,
therefore, it's our war—a people's war—and we must work to
build a unity of will and purpose
that will win the war.
UNITY EXTENDED
Secondly, we said that if unity
can be achieved during the war,
there is no reason why it can't
be extended beyond the war's
end.
Thirdly, our chief task in the
post-war period is to rebuild
those sections of Europe and
Asia which have been destroyed
by war. This, together, with the
flow of trade into South America, the Pacific islands and the
Near East, affords an opportunity to both labor and industry to work jointly for an expanding economy capable of
meeting the needs of these
areas. We can best assure this
flow of trade if there are no
artificial restraints, in the way
of economic warfare, to it.
These are "areas of agreement" which we have discovered
between ourselves and the association as a result of working together during three years in
which our joint efforts were bent
upon winning the war.
WE NEED STRENGTH
The picture, of course, is not
all rosy. We shall undoubtedly
find many areas of conflict. One

cannot imagine the employers
freely giving us the larger share
of our contributions to post-war
prosperity to which we shall be
entitled.. We will get that only
if we have the vigilance, determination and strength to baygain
effectively for it.
Similarly, there is little doubt
that many of our employers, out
of sheer short-sightedness, will
resist any form of worker-assistance by the Government, especially after the war.
Yet this is the only great democratic nation in the world whose
Government does not provide for
adequate unemployment a n d
health insurance and fair security in old age. These things, we
will determine to fight for, of
course, regardless of the attitude
of our employers, and we have
developed a mighty political arm
that places all of these types of
basic security within our reach.
THERE'S NO BLUEPRINT
The master agreement is perhaps only a small incident in the
stakes that lie before our members in terms of peace, jobs and
security. But it is part of a
developing pattern, outlined by
President Roosevelt in his lEconomic Bill of Rights" and his
promise of 60,000,000 post-war
jobs which does indeed challenge those whose chief energy
has been spent in planning for
post-war chaos and depression.
There can be no blueprint for
the future, but if we properly
gauge and shape our policies to
the trends and moods of the majority of the people, we can face
the future with confidence.

New Local 6 Members Fired With
Old Union Spirit at Oakland Class
OAKLAND—A group of 60 un- meetings conducted last week by
organized warehouse workers got Frank Carlson, new Local 6 ortogether Monday, December 4, ganizer in Oakland anu former
at the California Labor School director of the Labor School
to discuss their mutual griev- when it was the Tom Mooney
ances-- low wages, bad working Labor School.
The second meeting on Friday,
conditions and discrimination by
December 8, began with Carlson
their employers.
'What are we going to do sitting in the audience and letting the members themselves
about it?" they asked.
The answer was spontaneous: answer the question of why a
"Form a union and protect our- union.
selves. Pick a representative to WHY A UNION?
"Why should I pay dues to
negotiate with the employers for
us. Affiliate with an established belong to a union to have a job?"
union to give strength to our re- Carlson prompted as an ineogquests and with a national body nito member of the audience.
The answer came from all secto broaden our outlook and furtions of the class. "Who's going
ther stiffen our stand.
to take up your beefs for you if
ONLY MOCK MUTING
"We won't stand for discrimi- you don't have a union?"
"How do you think you got an
nation!"
2 cents an
1
It was only a mock meeting— established rate of 92/
a class at the Labor School for hour? How do you think you
new Local 6 members, but the got overtime after eight hours
students were so earned away of a work day?
"I was a member of the oarby the enthusiasm of their meeting that late comers believed penters' union for 25 years. I
themselves in a bona fide strug- had to pay $50 initiation to get
-into it. And I'd pay it again if
gie to win the rights which Local"
6 hasselready established for its I had to."
Prompted Carlson: "What are
members.
It was the first 61 two such unions doing in politics? Why

December Meetings — San Francisco and Oakland
San Francisco—
Executive Caucus (stewards and unit executive board)—Wednesday, December 20, 8:00, 519 Mission street.
Educational Meeting—Thursday, December 21, 8:00, 150 Golden
Gate avenue.
Grievance Committee—Tuesday, December 26; 8:00, 519 Mission
street.
Board of Trustees—Wednesday, December 27, 2:00, 519 Mission
street.
General Executive Board—Wednesday, December 27, 8:00, 519
Mission street.
Oakland—
General Membership—Friday, December 15, 8:00, Oakland Auditorium.
Educational Meeting—Friday, December 15, 9:00 a.m., 160 Grand
avenue.
Stewards Council—Thursday, December 21, A:00, 158 Grand
avenue.
Investigating Committee—Tuesday, December 26, 8:00, 100-A
Grand avenue.
Grievance Committee—Tuesday, December 26, 8:00, 158 Grand
avenue.
(Classes for new members at the California Labor School at
2030 Broadway—third floor will be held Monday, December 18;
Friday, Decemben 22, and Friday, December 29.)
t

don't they attend to their own
business of negotiating with employers?"
Indignant students informed
him that they were citizens and
that participation in politics was
their right and duty.
"How else are we going to
cope with price increases which
mean wage cuts for,us? Isn't it
our business to back a permanent FEPC so that employers
will not be able to practice race
and religious discrimination?
"This war is our war and we've
got to have a say in its outcome
or we might as well close shop
and forget we ever had a union."
"A union is more than just a
group to help a worker get better wages—it's to keep him from
getting kicked around like he
used to."
Following disclosure of Carlson as the instructor and the
relieved gasps from the members, Carlson outlined the history of the CIO, the ILWU and
Local 6 and -highlighted some of
the basic Local 6 principles and
major fights.
New members were so fired
with the spirit of joining into
union affairs and helping direct
its activities that after the meeting, several wanted to join Committees there and then and many
wanted to know when the next
class was scheduled so they could
come again.
"Boy, this is a union!" Brother,
you ain't kidding!" echoed their
comments as they filed out.

shall always be
Victor "Igrateful
to officers
and members of Local 6 for your
endorsement of my candidacy
and for your very effective support during the campaign," wrote
Franck R. Havenner to the union
after final counts of soldier ballots showed him to be the winner
by 2 I 5 votes in the Fourth District
Congressional race in San Francisco. "The extreme closeness of
the vote shows how important
your support was," he acknowledged.

Two Barrels
Of Blood
is Pleds,ed
SAN FRANCISCO—Two barrels of blood before Christmas
were pledged by San Francisco
Local 6 members as a Christmas
present to our fighting forces.
The action was taken after Local President Richard Lynden announced that the Red Cross in
San Francisco is running 1,000
pints of blood a month behind
Its quota and that its reserves
are being depleted at a time
when reserves should be built
up.
Roberta Jones has been taken
on full-time until Christmas to
give aid to the Local 6 blood
donor committee, Chairman Ted
Williams announced.
Both Ted Williams and Roberta
Jones made a request for additional members for the blood
donor committee 'to help reach
the two-gallon goal by Christmas.
The Distributors Association
will be contacted this week for
assIstanoe from employers on the
blood drive. It Is expected that
employers will give time off to
their employes to visit the Red
Cross.
MirM4.•

SAN FRANCISCO — Contract
negotiations with approximately
200 independent houses not included in the San Francisco Diatributors Association began this
week with the expectation that
the. agreements would all be
signed within two months, Joe
Dillon announced yesterday.
The master contract signed
1 1 week with the Distributors
A -ociation is expected to set the
pattern for all the San Francisco independent houses, employing approximately SAM Local 6 members.•
Union requests include the
master contract provisions of
bracket wages, five cents an hour
increases for women, retroactivity to June 1, 1944; improved
vacations, sick leave, the nostrike clause, a wage reopening
when the Little Steel formula
breaks, tightening of the union
security provision and three
years' duration of the contract.
MASTER PACT CLAUSES
Dillon is now making a survey
of the independent contracts. No
changes are anticipated in provisions which are more advantageous than those in the master
contract. The union will ask for
incorporation of all those master contract clauses which are
not now in the independent
contracts.
Negotiations with Western
Sugar, the largest warehouse employer in San Francisco, were resumed Monday and settlement
was expected in a few days. Contract discussions with the San
Francisco Employers Council,
representing 19 houses, also
commenced this week.
Reports on the status of negotiations in the case of these independent houses will be made
to the membership from time to
time, Dillon announced.
OAKLAND BALKS
In Oakland, because of failure
of the majority of employers to
agree to follow the master contract in San Francisco, the union
has been pressing demands since
the expiration of Its contracts.
Most of these cases have gone
to the War Labor Board, Paul
Heide, Local 6 vice president in
charge of the Oakland office, revealed. ' In some of these, decisions have already been made.
In other cases, the employers
have stipulated to go along with
the ASFD contract, These are
expected to be signed shortly.
Uniformity in provisions obtained is expected in Oakland as
well as in San Francisco houses.

=4?.

Paul Clemente
Injured in Accident
SAN FRANCISCO—Only three
days after leaving the hospital
following recovery from an abdominal operation, Paul Clemonce of Seller Brothers met with
an accident on Market Street and
is now in the Veterans Hospital
with both legs broken and several smashed ribs.
More than 650 children of
mothers who must work are in
nurseries included In the annual
,fund appeal of the San Francisco
War Chest.

4.00001062.01te.
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Gordon Woods of the East Bay Marine Terminals Association discusses the manpower
shortage in the East Bay with Oakland Business Agents Lou Gonick
and Chile Duarte. A joint request of The two parties put them on
permanent order for men from the USES.

Manpower
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Unorganized Workers Are a Threat to Union,
Mechanization Is Not, Organizing Session Says
SAN FRANCISCO — Stewards,
officers and leading rank and file
Members of Local 6 met Tuesday,
December 3, for an all-day conference on the union's No. 1 job
.—organizing the unorganized.
Discussion highli ghted the
threat of huge numbers of unorganized workers to the union,
the value of increasing the size
and strength of the union, the
problem of mechanization in the
Industry, benefits the union can
bring to civil service workers,
and plans for accelerating the
drive in the next three months.
Reports on the organizing background and the status of the drive
were given by Local 6 President
Richard Lynden and Vice-President Joe Lynch, ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt
and Regional Director Bjorne
Hailing,
MECHANIZATION COMING
Motion to endorse the organizing program, which included a
budget of $15,000 for the next
three months for organizers, educational work and literature, was
carried by the group unanimously.
George Pedrin spoke of the
threat to union security in the
introduction of labor saving machinery, drawing answers from
Lynch, Lynden, Goldblatt, Dillon,
Mack Posey and Harry Glickman.
All agreed that mechanization
of the industry was inevitable.
Warehousemen a r e becoming
technicians, they said. Unless the
union opens its doors to the civil
service warehousemen, who in
the huge Army and Navy bases
are becoming skilled in new methods, the organized warehouseman
will find himself out in the cold
after the war.
LEARN NEW DEVICES
"Labor history is replete with
examples of labor attempting to
fight the introduction of labor
saving machinery," said Harry
Glickson. "They were all failures.
"Instead of that, we must organize, learn the new methods
and fight for better distribution
of the advantages gained by these
devices."
"We have to grow, organize and
expand so that we will be strong
enough to fight for these things,"
said Lynden.
CAN'T STOP PROGRESS
"The answer to the problem of
employment as a result of the
Introduction of mechanized equipment which will cut labor requirements is an expanding economy,"

Man of the
Fortnight

Our choice of a man for plaudits this fortnight is Bill Moore,
"diplomat"-steward at McKesson
and Robbins.
For five years at McKessons,
Bill has been educator, peacemaker, union spokesman, leader,
"fall guy" and father to the 85
men and 26 women members of
Local 6 for whom he is steward.
And his constant attention to
his job has paid off. Every member at McKessons is in good
standing. With the exception of
legitimate excuses, such as illness and vacations, all members
attend every membership meeting. And every eligible voter at
the plant registered and voted in
the last elections.
.A TOUGH JOB
Bill's description of the duties
of a steward indicates what a
tough and often thankless job
it is. "A steward must be the
intermediary between the company and the union," he pointed
out.
"He must settle disputes between members on the job. Hu
must maintain harmonious relations with both sides and with
every worker, taking an impartial
attitude in workers' quarrels. He
must attempt to settle grievances
before they grow into a major
dispute.
"it's particularly important,"
says Bill, "for the benefit of the
workers that the steward have
the confidence of the employer.
You can gain in this way many
concessions which would otherwise be refused."
WINS VACATION BEEF
Several months ago Bill took
up a grievance with the,company
regarding vacations. Five or six
"Organize the unorganized" was the theme of an all day conference of stewards, employees who had worked for
officials and leading rank and filers of Local 6 last week Tuesday, December 5.

answered Joe Lynch. "We can't
stop mechanical and technical
progress. We want to help build
an economy where this progress
will result in a higher standard
of living for the worker,"
"Unless we do an effective job
of organizing in the Bay Area,"
warned Louis Goldblatt, "we'll be
an isolated minority unable to
see effectively that this industry
has full employment."
The necessity of continued po-

Organizers

Above International Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblati takes the mike. Seated are Local 6 President
Richert' Lyndon, ILWU Regional Director Bjorn. Hailing, and Local 6 Vice-President, In charge of the
organational drive, Joe Lynch.
Meal action as a method of
guaranteeing such full employment and the aid which such action can and will giveto organizing was also emphasized.
PAC BUILDS UNION
"Our political victories in the
three west coast states," prophesied Lynden, "gives us a position
enjoyed by no other section of
the country to help make the
Pacific Coast a shipping center
in the post-war."
"PAC has shown that labor has
tremendous latent strength which
could make the difference between prosperity and depression,"

Goldblatt analyzed.
"But PAC results are peanuts
to what we can yet do—ii we
organize and grow.
"Just as we destroyed political
isolationism, we must now destroy
economic isolationism or the
thousands of unorganized will
push us out and we'll find ourselves on the outside looking in.
VOICE IN ECONOMICS
"Organization flows from our
demand for a voice in the economic structure of. America, just
as political action came from a
demand for a voice in the political field."

Crockett Goes Over Big for Christmas.
Adds 110 Gifts to War Chest Drive

Goldblatt foresaw that labor
may be in a position to do more
constructive planning for the industry than emp 1 co e r a if it
achieves organization.
Hailing reported that the reception and ea-operation of all
the Army and Navy establishments contacted were very good
and "will be better as we contribute more."
SETTLE WORKERS' BEEFS
He pointed out that organizing
civil service workers is more than
just getting their names down on
paper. "We must take care of
their grievances, give them the
backing of the union, and instill
them with the spirit of unionism."
Specific problems of the civil
service workers were discussed
by the members and conferees,
who had already begun the volute.
tary organizing jobs. Moat of them
agreed that post-war security was
the main desire of the civil service workers. All agreed that
more voluntary organizers were
necessary.
Present at the conference were:
Armand Ricci, Jack Cousens, Carl
Douglas, Mike Escobosa, Floyd E.
Seal, William Sullivan, Philip
Lake, Florence Allen, Jim Barrett, Mack Posey, Abeline Alendia, Martin Jiminer, Nick 3.
Wirtz, Sam Caesar, Marcell Doucett, Jack Goldsworthy, S. Carlson, George Pedrin, Eleanor Fishman, Grover Beall, Ed Hansen,
Henry Haase, Albert Harmon, B.
Carlson and Frank 1V1inafo.
Other conferees included: Joseph Benevento, Thomas Britton,
Lucille Dinniene, Rich ard C.
Marks, H. Glickson, William
Moore, Samuel Sorissi, Floyd
Hutchins, Sylvia Maker, John Fortuna, Pete Beaton, Nora Kurpinsky, Al Addy, Fritz Schanzenbacker, Charlotte Tarbet, Dick
Lynden, Joe Lynch, Bjorne Hailing, Louis Goldblatt, Al Quintonton, Mabel Keesling, Dominic
Gallo, Joe Dillon and Joe Muzio.

CROCKETT—The Crockett lo- of collecting, instead of the quota its part in the War Chest, and
cal put Christmas over in a big of 20 boxes we had set, we had now with these packages, is really
$185, enough to buy 110 pack- making the die-hards in Crockett
way last week.
sit up and take notice. They can
The original decision was to ages.
"Our
union
up
here
in
Crocksee that we are out to make
send 20 Christmas packages to ett, with its
something out of our town, and
participation
in
the
the men overseas, joining in the Halloween
program we put on for that we are really sincere in our
War Chest campaign for this pur- the kids in
town on October 31, civic pride."
pose. Ten packages were donated
by members and stewards were
put in charge of making collections to pay for the other 10.
Dick Boyer headed the drive.
Then what happened set the
town to talking. As Boyer te114
It:
"The graveyard gang on the
belt, Pat Palko's gang, was the
first to be contacted. With 33
men in the gang,$54 was donated,
enough to make 36 boxes. And
every man laid his $1.50 on the
barrel head, too, 100 per cent,
and it was strictly voluntary.
BUYING 110 GIFTS
"Duke Canzi's day shift gang
followed up, and with De Paoli
doing the collecting, they built
up the total with more and more
packages.
"Tom Huges came on the 4-to12 shift and the money really was
Full exchange of war prisoners
Mitch Petrovich hands Robert McClem- will take more than a year after
piling up. Joe Simontacchi and
mons, instructor of the drum corps and cessation of hostilities in Europe,
Leo Ghilarducei worked all day
contacting cut in, shipping and -d rill team a leather overnight case from "the 'teams in appreciation Dr. John R. Mott, national chairF1461.
t
'Isenbtution anent is; 4 'et
his aid' o
gift was reserrfeitat man of War Priioners' Ald; ITO
the'paif year.
"As a result after just two days the annual bancinet of the teams Saturday. December 2.
ports.

Appreciation

the plant 1,500 hours, but had
not put in their time between
the old contract deadlines would
have been denied vacations. Bill
pointed out the injustice of the
arrangement to the employer
and gained the vacations for the

men.
The employer's confidence In
Moore is Indicated by the fact
that two months ago he was offered a foreman's job. Bill refused It, retaining his steward
position.
Educational work is carried on
by Moore through talks to new
members, house meetings and the
bulletin board. He tells ail new
men coming en the job about
pre-union conditions, the history
of Local 8 and the reason why
union meetings are compulsory to
maintain democracy in the union.
EVERYBODY VOTED
The day before elections,
Moore called a house meeting,
explained the importance of voting and taking time off if necessary to vote, with result of 100
per cent turn-out.
Moore was a deputy registrar
and rang doorbells In his precinct, worked nights and Sundays distributing literature
Bill Moore is not an exception
in the warehouse union. There
are many others like him, the
backbone of the union. Only
through men Ike him can the
ktn'iffii contiii88 rfo grow and to
keep its democratic nature.

,eg DISPATCHER
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On The March

Leaflet Organizes Around
Job Conditions,Grievances

Join
U can
•

By J. R. Robertson
(Note: This is the second in
a series of articles on organizational leaflets.)
We sometimes find job conditions of more concern to a group
of workers than wages. Most
common of these grievances are:
employer favoritism, no promotion according to seniority, petty
insults and dictatorial attitude
of straw bosses and foremen,
discrimination because of race
or religion, and unsanitary or
unpleasant working conditions.
The following excerpts from a
special leaflet on grievances
point to the solution of all job
grievances.
A GRIPE
won't settle
A GRIEVANCE,
but organized pressure will!
Did you ever stand alone before a boss
and hear him
snap: "Well
what do you
want? Be
quick about
it, I haven't
much time."
Was your
pay short?
Were you
docked unjustly.
Robertson
And what
about the times you were scared
to bring these matters up for
fear the boss would think you're
the kind who's always griping?
THERE'S A WAY!
There's a way to get adjustment of grievances as a matter
of right and justice, with no
hangovers of resentment on
either aide. That way is through
union organization . .in which
nobody has to stand before anybody and plead with hat in
hand.
THE UNION MAKES THE
GRIEVANCE OF ONE THE
CONCERN OF ALL.
And the union takes the matter up with the backing bf everybody and the grievances are settled in an orderly way . . according to law and regulation,
and not according to the whim
of an individual boss or supervisor.
All grievances can be corrected through organization in the
ILWU, which knows how to go
to bat on them. Many grievances
are contrary to law and presidential orders. They can only
take place when there is no organization to see that national
policy is carried out.
PAY IS A GRIEVANCE, TOO!
The wages paid employes, if
sub-standard, are a grievance
everybody has In common.
The union can go to the National War Labor Board, if your
boss refuses to do anything
about it, and lay down the cold,
hard facts about this. It can

present the figures and the
proof that such workers are underpaid, and it can show that
such underpayment causes inefficiency and harms the war
effort.
Do you remember unemployment? When fear gripped your
home and you tried to hide the
facts from the children? . .
Does the fear return sometimes?
Do you look forward to a day
when somebody will say, "Sorry, you're through"?
A JOB IS A HUMAN RIGHT
You have as much right to
have a job as you have to
breathe the air ... in fact, having a job is part of the life,
liberty and pursuit of happiness
that's written about in the Constitution of our country . . it's
part of the economic freedom
that Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin
and Chiang Kai-Shek talked
about as the aims of victory.
That's fine talk, but who's going to see that we keep the
jobs? ... Won't millions of soldiers be returning and wanting
jobs? . . And what will there
be for us to do when there isn't
any war production?
THE JOBS WILL BE HERE
The question is—will you be
here? Will you be working at
the same job, secure in the
knowledge that no one is going
to cut your throat to take it
away from you?
JOB INSURANCE
Joining the ILWU — and in
this way adding your voice and
strength to the union's fight for
decent jobs for all at decent pay
—is like taking out sick, accident or life insurance. You get
the protection of numbers.
A LOAF OR A CRUMB?
Some workers have been laid
off because they were skilled
and getting a decent wage ...
and replaced by others who
were satisfied for a crumb instead of the loaf to which they
are entitled.
Were you one of these?
You have the right to organize
and join a union of your own
choosing ant Congress and the
Supreme Court have both said
that nobody has any right to
coerce or intimidate you. This
applied to all workers.
"KEEP IT MOVING*
The slogan of the thousands
of workers in the ILWU stands
for orderly, disciplined organization to keep the materials of
war flowing to the fighting
fronts. To do this job ri gh t
workers must get equal treatment on the job and equal pay
for equal work. That is the law
. The union, backed by you
and your fellow workers, can
force obedience to the law.

Highlights of Longshore Hearings
4

(Continued from Page 1)
may be another dock gang working car work,just taking it off
the car and putting it on the dock
for future use, and they get $1
an hour. Yet there is no difference of skill in the two jobs."
*

*

*

HOWARD BODINE, International Executive Board, Portland:
"Winch driving is not something
you learn in 30 days. At the end
of many years you are still in a
position to learn more about it
and the good winch drivers on
the waterfront are the men who
have driven even longer than I
have."
• * *
HENRY SCHMIDT, Coast Labor Relations Committee: "I have
in mind a practice instituted by
the employers in San Francisco

shortly after.
... October 12, 1934.
The practice was to hire gangs
for an 8 a.m. start, knock them
off at 3 p.m. and hire fresh gangs
to start at 3 p.m. This would result in the fresh gangs working
for the daytime rate for the first
two hours of work.
*00
FRANK M. ANDREWS, Local
47 President, Olympia, Wash.:
"Copperized, vitalized and other
different products of lumber piling are new war processes.
.
If copperized piling or lumber
that has been in the water
touches any scratches or cuts on
your hands or body, it takes three
to four weeks for the pores to
heal.
. This creosote and
copperized products will ruin just
about twice as many clothes as
you will on the ordinary job."

UNCLE SAM SAYS SO
"employee a49afrtirktion4 have a
kifical place in Futetnoteott

4kau."

PRESIDENT FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
August 16, 1937
To assure Government
Workers that they have
the right to join the union just as say other workers have, the ILWU last
week Issued this special leaflet of four pages. The first page Is reproduced
above. Some 30 or 40 thousand civil service workers ere employed is
ILWU jurisdiction.

Government Workers

Hawaiian
Labor Wins
Elections
HONOLULU — Candidates endorsed by labor's Political Action
Committee and committed to support its legislative program, were
elected to 19 out of 38 seats in the
territorial legislature this month.
Counting hold-over senators
with progressive records, the
LPAC is certain of support from
eight out of fifteen senators and
fourteen out of thirty representatives.
Passage of a "Little Wagner
Act" and other legislation protecting field labor on sugar cane and
pineapple plantations is virtually
assured.
Two officials of the ILWU were
elected to the lower house: Joseph Alapai Kaholokula of Maui
and Amos- A. Ignacio of Havyail.
The hold of the Baldwin family of
planters upon the political life of
Maui was shattered. Both the senators and all six of the representatives elected from Maui were
backed by the LPAC. Lawrence
A. Baldwin, hand-picked candidate for the- senate, was defeated
by an intensive house-to-house
campaign.
The LPAC, although receiving
the support of the Honolulu Central Labor Council (AFL) and all
CIO and independent unions in
Honolulu, because of failure to
do house-to-house canvassing was
only partially successful in the
capital city. Nevertheless, the
vote of the labor candidates was
doubled between the primary and
the general election.

We Haven't Much
'Time to Wait,' Says

Hillman of World Labor Planning
NEW YORK (FP)—Chairman
Sidney Hillman of the CIO Political Action Committee told a
jammed press conference in London December 7 that he was "extremely satisfied" with the preliminary world labor conference
talks, Allied Labor News reported.
In addition to Hillman, President R. J. Thomas of United Auto Workers, President Emil Rieve
of Textile Workers Union, and
CIO Counsel John Abt took part
In the talks with British and Russian labor leaders to plan the
agenda for the world labor conference called by the British
Trades Union Congress, which
meets in London February 8.
Discussing the PAC, Hillman
told a record number of British
and American correspondents
that "there is now a large mass
movement in the U. S. vitally
interested in progressive international policies and pledged to
a odd neighbor policy internationally as opposed to 'power politics.'
Asked if American labor could
make an effective contribution to
the world labor conference despite the absence of the AFL and
United Mine Workers (unaffiliated), Hillman said: "The AFL
leaders' decision not to come is
against the interests of the rank
and file, who have a stake in
lasting peace. Labor has responsihilitlet- internationally as well
as domestically. We haven't much
time to wait until some people
make up their minds."
Hillman called the Soviet
Union "one of our great allies,"
adding that its internal affairs.
"are their own affair." He said:
"We want to deal with the spokesmen of the Soviet trade unions
on the basis of achieving maximum international co-operation."
WASHINGTON (FP)—Four of
the big, independent Railroad
Brotherhoods will be represented
at the world labor conference in
London next February 6 along
with the CIO delegation.
It was announced here December 7 that President Harry W.
Fraser of the Order of Railway
Conductors has been selected by

four of the railway unions to
make the trip. In addition to the
ORC, Fraser will represent the
Locomotive Fir:Nen & Engineman, the Train Dispatchers and
the Railroad Signalmen.
The action of the four railroad
unions in choosing to attend the
London conference is in sharp
contradiction to the AFL, which

at its recent New Orleans convention voted to boycott the London meeting in favor of one it
hopes can be called by the International Federation of Trade
Unions. Under this plan the AFL
would avoid meeting with either
the CIO or the representatives of
the trade unions of the Soviet
Union.

Shapeup Wasin Beer Parlor and
Men Didn't Like It, WLB is Told
SAN FRANCISCO—The Olympia version of the shape-up in
pre-ILWU days was touched upon
by Frank Andrews, International
Executive Board member testifying at the longshore contract
hearings on the vacation issue.
Andrews said: "Up in Washington we didn't have a 'shapeup' in the rain.
"I started with the first ship
that started to load lumber in the
port of Olympia. We had a shapeup in a beer parlor. There the
foreman would pick a man, start
out picking on his ability, his
former working in the woods or
his former waterfront experience.
"It soon, developed into gangs.
As long as you stayed a favorite
of a certain foreman you stayed

in good standing in the gang,"
Andrews pointed out.
"We got tired of the beer parlor setup and we set up a union
hall, a place of dispatch where
the men would have some shelter
from the rain.
"Immediately the employer set
up a 'fink' hall,. instructing the
foremen if the men did not take
a dispatch out of that 'fink' hall
they would not work."
To prove that, if a man didn't
talk politically right or comb his
hair right he was out, Andrews
reviewed his wage record during
the early period of the union.
"I went from the star gang
down to a casual, from an average of $211 a month to a $50
average for 18 months," he said.

Brazil Adds 20 Years to Term of
Writer Jailed for Pro...Soviet Talks
MONTEVIDEO (ALN)—Jader
de Carvalho, Brazilian journalist
who was recently condemned to
a seven-year prison term because
of a speech he made in 1942 in
which he praised the. Soviet
Union, has had his term increased
by 20 years, according to word
reaching here from Brazil.
The action took place during a
hearing when the state attorney
sharply attacked him and Carvalho retorted in kind. The added sentence was imposed by
Colonel Teodoro Pacheco, a
judge on the National Security
Tribunal and an intimate of War
Minister Eurico Gaspar Dutra,
TRIBUNAL'S END'ASKED
Carvalho's attorney, Victor do
Espirito Santo, took the case to
the Chamber of Lawyers which,
on the suggestion of former Liberal deputy Odilon Braga, voted
support to the journalist and de-

mended the immediate dissolution of the Tribunal. Meanwhile,
the Military Club of Rio de Janeiro defeated a list of candidates for club officers which had
the support of General Dutra and
elected instead a pro-democratic
list headed by General Jose
Ressoa.
PRESS CENSORED
With tension increasing since
the ouster in August of Foreign
Minister Oswald° Aranha, Brazil's Department of Press and
Propaganda (DIP) has prohibited discussion of elections in the
press. The reason for this is beRaved to be the extraordinary interest in elections throughout the
country. Brazil's last elections
were held in 1934. Brazilian
government circles admit the existence of 12 groups opposed to
their corporate "Estado Novo"
regime.

